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Summary 

Polymeric stimuli-responsive multicompartment vesicles can be designed to self-

regulate their activity in a bioinspired manner, which mimics cellular signaling 

pathways. In this thesis, the modularity of our system is highlighted, giving a truly 

flexible multipurpose tool that can be readily adapted for multiple functions. A 

multicompartment architecture based on synthetic vesicles with sizes in the micrometer 

range (giant unilamellar vesicles, GUVs) is loaded with nanosized synthetic 

subcompartments and their functionality through a stimulus present in their 

environment is introduced. To achieve the environmental responsiveness, the loaded 

subcompartments are reduction-sensitive thus possessing a triggered activity resulting 

in a morphological change. The multicompartments are formed by one-pot self-

assembly of a mixture of amphiphilic block copolymers poly(2–methyl-2-oxazoline)5–

block–poly(dimethylsiloxane)58–block–poly(2–methyl-2-oxazoline)5 (PMOXA5-b-

PDMS58-b-PMOXA5) and PDMS65-b-heparin in the presence of specific molecules 

(enzymes, reporter compounds) and previously formed stimuli-responsive 

subcompartments, which contains the enzyme substrates or ion channels. By 

simultaneous co-encapsulation of desired molecules, and respective partners entrapped 

inside subcompartments, molecular tandems with a spatial segregation inside GUVs is 

realized. PDMS65-b-heparin served to equip the surface of the multicompartment with 

a biological receptor-like moiety that will further support possible bio-interactions.  

 

A sequential setup provides the multicompartments’ activity: production of desired 

molecules by in situ triggered enzymatic reactions or selective flow of ions in/out via 

ion channel recruitment in the GUVs’ membrane for biosensing purposes. An external 

signaling molecule added to the environment of the multicompartments diffuses across 

the GUVs’ membrane, inducing the disassembly of the reduction-sensitive nanoparticles 
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and the release of the entrapped cargo. Depending on their chemical nature (enzyme 

substrates or biopores), these molecules initiate either an enzymatic reaction or a 

selective ion flow through the polymer membrane. In a more complex system, the 

biopore recruitment was induced to trigger the formation of an actin cytoskeleton 

(monomeric actin polymerized into filamentous actin) within the polymeric GUV, when 

selected ions could enter the vesicle’s lumen. On the contrary, when the 

subcompartments are non-responsive or the external stimulus is not present, the 

multicompartments preserve their architecture and remain in a “silent mode” for several 

months. The combination of a primary signal (presence of stimulus in the environment 

of multicompartments) with a secondary one (induced ion flow to/from the 

environment) represents an important advance in multicompartment assembly, 

responsiveness, and triggered signal transduction. Our multicompartments have 

remarkable stability and activity because they preserve their integrity and respond “on 

demand” to signaling molecules to release the desired molecules. Triggered activity and 

change in the architecture of synthetic multicompartment vesicles, in auto-controlled 

sequences, are expected to open new directions for potential applications of these 

multifunctional systems in the domains such as medicine, catalysis and biosensing. The 

development of this bioinspired multicompartment with unprecedented mode of action 

and careful in situ characterization was achieved by combining expertise from materials 

science, chemistry and nanotechnology. 
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1. Introduction  
 

This chapter introduces several relevant topics and current scientific literature 

concerning this work to provide the reader with basic information. First an overview 

of the architecture and functions of biological cells, and how they can be used as 

inspiration for the construction of artificial cells based on synthetic materials is 

presented. For the construction of artificial cells, the relevance of biological elements, 

such as receptor like molecules, enzymes, pore channels or cytoskeletal elements will be 

discussed. The dissertation focuses on the fabrication of biomimicking responsive 

multicompartments, including synthetic building blocks and desired functionality. 

Amphiphilic block copolymers were utilized for the assembly of synthetic 

compartmentalized vesicles and therefore the self-assembly and characterization 

techniques will be shown, followed by the state-of-the-art techniques for the fabrication 

of responsive multicompartments that motivate the experimental approach of this 

thesis. 

 

 

 

PARTS OF THIS CHAPTER HAVE BEEN PUBLISHED AND REPRINTED HEREIN WITH PERMISSION FROM 

REFERENCE [1]. COPYRIGHT (2019) JOHN WILEY AND SONS: 

SAGANA THAMBOO, ADRIAN NAJER, ANDREA BELLUATI, CLAUDIO VON PLANTA, DALIN WU, IOANA CRACIUN, 
WOLFGANG MEIERX AND CORNELIA G. PALIVANX. MIMICKING CELLULAR SIGNALING PATHWAYS WITHIN 
SYNTHETIC MULTICOMPARTMENT VESICLES WITH TRIGGERED ENZYME ACTIVITY AND INDUCED ION 
CHANNEL RECRUITMENT, ADVANCED FUNCTIONAL MATERIALS, 2019, 1904267. 

PARTS OF THIS CHAPTER ARE A MANUSCRIPT IN PREPARATION: 

SAGANA THAMBOO*, ANDREA BELLUATI*, ADRIAN NAJER, VIVIANA MAFFEIS, CLAUDIO VON PLANTA, IOANA 
CRACIUN, CORNELIA G. PALIVANX, WOLFGANG MEIERX, MULTICOMPARTMENT POLYMER VESICLES WITH 
ARTIFICIAL ORGANELLES FOR SIGNAL-TRIGGERED CASCADE REACTIONS INCLUDING CYTOSKELETON 
FORMATION, ADVANCED FUNCTIONAL MATERIALS, 2020, 2002949. 

*These authors contributed equally 
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1.1. Structure of a Cell  
The cell is the basic unit of life that can perform all vital functions. This highly 

organized entity can be distinguished in two fundamental cell types: the prokaryotes 

(organisms without a nucleus, e.g. bacteria) and the more internally complex 

eukaryotes ( organisms with a nucleus, versatile cytoskeleton and membrane bound 

organelles, e.g. animal and plant cells). While eukaryotic cells can differ by their shape 

or in terms of their function (replication, compartmentalization, movement, 

communication, sensing of the environment and its subsequent response), they share a 

common structure and are all composed of the same basic components such as the cell 

membrane, functional compartments called organelles and the cytoskeleton. [2, 3]  

 Cellular Membrane  

The membrane of a cell serves as the barrier between the interior and the exterior, 

allowing only certain molecules to cross and relay messages via a chain of molecular 

events. The selectively permeable membranes are made of a lipid bilayer (most 

abundant glycerophospholipids) and embedded proteins, such as specific transport 

membrane proteins and receptor proteins (Figure 1).  

 

Figure 1.  Schematic architecture of cellular membrane showing some of the main components: 
phospholipids, membrane proteins and glycosylation.  

The membrane barrier and membrane proteins are essential to transport specific 

molecules and to maintain a concentration gradient. This allows the accumulation of 

important nutrients within the cell and the clearance of waste products and toxic 
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byproducts. [4, 5] The biological membrane is an active component containing receptor 

proteins that bind selectively molecules and transduce signals through intracellular 

messenger molecules to sense its local environment and communicate between cells. [6] 

Cellular compartments can either be horizontal, with no clear directionality in their 

communication and regulation (cell colonies or tissues), or hierarchical, where one 

compartment controls other lower-tier, often encapsulated, subcompartments, 

achieving a higher organizational level (organelles inside cell). [3, 7] Communication 

between cells (paracrine signaling) is based on receiving a first messenger, an external 

molecule that acts as a ligand on cell-surface receptors. The chemical signal triggers a 

conformation change in structures of the receptor. The activated receptor initiates the 

release of the second messenger (intracellular signaling molecule) to transduce a signal 

to the target area. [8]  

 Cellular Compartmentalization 

 
Figure 2.  Schematic representation of a eukaryotic cell with compartments such as nucleus, mitochondria 
and Golgi apparatus.  

Eukaryotic cells are subdivided into well-defined compartments with specific functions 

called organelles to create ion and small molecule gradients. Subcellular processes occur 

within organelles in the cytosol, such as nucleus, endoplasmic reticulum or Golgi 

apparatus, bound within the membrane and at the plasma membrane, present in 

various types of cells, such as neuron, muscle cell or epithelial cells. (Figure 2). 

Compartmentalization increases the efficiency of subcellular mechanisms by 
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concentrating the essential components in a limited space within the cell. This local 

separation (intracellular boundaries) leads to reduced disruption of function in other 

compartments and each carries out functions vital to survival. [9] For example, 

mitochondria can efficiently generate ATP by maintaining an electron gradients, while 

lysosomes can degrade internalized material at a lower pH than in the cytosol. [10] The 

optimal condition can be created within each compartment, where each organelle can 

achieve the highest efficiency. This subcellular organization allows hundreds of cascade 

activities precisely regulated in various intracellular organelles and toxic byproducts 

can be isolated in separate compartments. Reactions inside cells to generate or consume 

energy are known as the cellular metabolism based on anabolism (synthesis of 

molecules) and catabolism (degradation of molecules). Each step of the reaction is 

catalyzed by enzymes by lowering the activation energies. The chemical energy released 

through various chemical reactions (ATP hydrolysis) is used for unfavorable reactions 

which is fundamental for cellular activities such as cell maintenance, cellular 

movements and organization. [11, 12] 

 Cytoskeleton  

 
Figure 3.  Schematic of the cytoskeletal organization within a cell. Intermediate filaments (green) connect 
to the nucleus and make the cell membrane mechanically more resistant against cell compression. Actin 
filaments (red) is anchored to numerous proteins on the cell membrane and regulates surface stiffness. 
Microtubules (blue) generate forces to push and pull organelles.  

The cell is crowded by macromolecules which is vital to regulate subcellular metabolic 

processes. The confined space of a cell limits the diffusion of the molecules due to 
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biopolymers and the concentration of components (enzymes, substrates, ions) are 

optimized for specific reactions. [13] A network of proteins in the cytoplasm forms the 

cytoskeleton of a cell surrounded by the cell membrane. The cytoskeleton is responsible 

for the shape, cell division, cell movement, stability/support and serves as an anchor 

for organelles to allow their movement. The cytoskeletal fibers can be modified by 

active agents such as growth factors, hormones, second messengers and binding 

proteins. [14] The cytoskeleton contributes in the response to environmental changes by 

changing its shape and is comprised of three major interconnecting structural elements: 

(i) microtubules, (ii) intermediate filaments and (iii) actin filaments (Figure 3). [14] All 

subsystems have their own characteristic properties and shape. [15] In this thesis, the 

cytoskeletal component “actin” was utilized, an ideal candidate to study dynamics that 

was discovered by Straub in 1942. The flexible, but robust actin filaments form a 

cortical layer beneath the membrane to regulate the cell surface stiffness by providing 

stiffness and tension, responsible for cell locomotion. Pushing and pulling forces are 

facilitated to cause protrusions and invaginations in the membrane forming filopodia 

or microvilli (Figure 4).  

 

Figure 4.  Illustration of actin based structures. The actin cytoskeleton is present throughout cells, 
forming a variety of well-defined, ordered structures (such as filopodia or microvilli) and contributing in 
various biological processes (cell division, migration).  
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Actin is the most abundant intracellular protein in eukaryotes and consists of two 

strands of globular subunits (approximately 42 kDa) which are twisted into a helix. [15, 

16] Monomerous actin (globular actin, G-actin) is known to polymerize into filamentous 

actin (F-actin) by non-covalent bonds. [17] Actin polymerization occurs over three steps: 

(i) nucleation of dimers and trimers (ii) elongation into filaments (iii) steady state. 

Initial nucleation of actin is highly unfavorable and very slow and after overcoming 

this phase, the filament elongates quickly. Both ends of the actin filaments polymerize 

at different rates, where the rapidly growing is called barbed end and the slowly 

growing is the pointed end. Therefore, actin polymerization and depolymerization act 

at equilibrium, where filaments constantly grow and shrink through addition and 

removal of actin subunits. [18] F-actin forms when the total concentration of actin 

exceeds the critical concentration of actin, which is dependent on the nucleotide (ATP, 

ADP-Pi, or ADP) -associated divalent cations (Ca2+ or Mg2+) and concentration and 

type of ions in solution. [19] Increasing ratio of ATP-actin to ADP-actin decreases the 

critical concentration of actin. Also salts are known to lower the critical concentration, 

since the filaments tend to become thermodynamically more stable. The charge-dense 

actin filaments possess specific binding sites for discrete cations with varying affinities 

such as Ca2+, Mg2+, K+ and H+. [20, 21] The salt-dependency of the critical concentration 

is a result due to neutralization of the surface charges on the monomers. [19, 22] So far, 

the position of these sites and their contribution in actin polymerization and stiffness 

are not well studied. [22] There are numerous actin binding proteins, such as -actinin, 

Arp2/3, profilin, formin, fascin and filamin, that influence the rate and extent of actin 

polymerization. [23] Filamin can act as a mechanosensor by sensing the cell environment 

and connecting actin with signaling molecules, receptors and channels. [24, 25] For 

example, the cooperation of actin and ion channels plays an important role to regulate 

channel location, channel activity and intracellular trafficking as in neurons or 

epithelial cells. [26, 27] Basically, the interactions of actin with its binding partners have 
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a vast influence assembling actin filaments into high-ordered bundles/networks 

essential for cell morphology and behavior.  

 

In the following chapters, strategies to fabricate synthetic cell mimics are highlighted. 

The building block of our cell mimics, the amphiphilic block copolymer, are introduced 

and the self-assembly process are explained first. Further, the fabrication and 

characterization methods of vesicle based cell mimics are discussed. Then the 

importance of the stimuli responsive properties, the compartmentalization and the 

combination of biomolecules for the design of an artificial cell is described with 

examples of current state of the art cell mimics. 

1.2. Strategies to Fabricate Synthetic Cell 

Mimics  
The first cells are assumed to have been emerged as a result of about four billion years 

of evolution. We have an extensive knowledge about cellular building blocks, but do 

not understand how they collectively work together to mimic the high complexity of a 

biological cell. The simplest description, cells are self-enclosed compartments of 

biological material. [3, 28] A strategy to address the mystery of life is to try building cells 

from scratch, a challenge that has recently seen a boost due to novel paths of creating 

artificially constructed, nonbiological structures, or widely known as artificial cells. 

There is still some debate over the exact definition of the terminology “artificial cell”. 

In literature, they are also referred to as synthetic cells, minimal cells or protocells and 

commonly defined as a man-made minimal system in cellular dimensions to mimic or 

substitute some but not necessarily all fundamental cell features. [2, 3, 29] Synthetic and 

natural components are merged to study the transition from artificial cells to living 

cells, which is the key step for the transformation of non-living to living matter and so 

far the secret has not been solved yet. [3, 30] A vast amount of approaches to generate 
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artificial cells have been published in this currently emerging research field utilizing a 

large catalog of raw materials including bio-machineries of modern cells from different 

organisms as well as biomimetic synthetic components. [31] 

An ideal candidate should exhibit the following properties: [2, 31] 

(i) Compatibility towards biological cell machineries (DNA, enzymes, 

membrane proteins and pores) and performing functions in parallel. 

(ii) Selective permeability (allowing the passage of nutrient and waste 

molecules) while retaining the compartment architecture. 

(iii) Self-sustainability to regulate enzymatic activities and undergo growth-

division cycles. 

Although the research of artificial cells is in its infancy, their full potential has yet to 

be exploited. The quest to produce a smart and micron-sized artificial cellular machine 

for future applications ranging from nanotechnology to medicine is making good 

progress. Artificial (or model) membranes have been studied to investigate mechanical 

and physical properties of membranes in a simpler surrounding compared to the 

complex cellular environment. [32, 33] The combination of biomolecules (e.g. proteins or 

nucleic acids) with synthetic material such as polymer based vesicles can direct to the 

creation of supramolecular materials with improved functionality. [32, 34] Vesicular cell 

models will undoubtedly find their use as microreactors in biotechnology, drug delivery 

systems and as biosensors. To achieve the construction of vesicle based artificial cells 

various interdisciplinary research fields need to closely collaborate. [2] So far, limitations 

of known cell models are their vastly reduced complexity compared to living cells. Due 

to tunability and robustness are polymeric artificial vesicles used for development of 

cell mimics that have the potential to perform multiple spatially separated biochemical 

reactions and trigger release within a confined space, resembling organelles in cells. In 

this work, we studied biomimetic polymer vesicle based multicompartment system that 
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serves as a scaffold of an artificial cell. First, amphiphilic block copolymers and their  

self-assembly of nanostructures are introduced.  

 Copolymers 

A polymer (from the Greek term poly meaning many and meros meaning parts) is a 

macromolecule composed of repeating units called monomers. They can be classified as 

linear, branched, crosslinked (covalent bonds between polymer chains) or dendrimers 

(repetitively branched polymers). [35] If all monomer units are the same, they are called 

homopolymers. In contrast, copolymers are formed from two or more types of 

monomers. [36] Copolymers can be classified by the sequence repeat units as alternating, 

random, block and graft copolymers. [35] Random copolymers possess random 

distribution of different repeating units, while block copolymers are long segments of 

the same repeating units and graft copolymers have a chain of a type of repeating units 

grated onto a linear chain composed by another type of repeating unit.  

 

Amphiphilic block copolymers, consisting of blocks with different polarities that are 

connected with covalent bonds, can be used as building blocks of polymeric vesicles. 

An amphiphile (from the Greek terms amphis meaning affinity for both and philia 

meaning love or friendship) is built from two components: a hydrophilic (from the 

Greek term hydros meaning water) part, which is attracted to water and a hydrophobic 

(from the Greek term phobos meaning fear) part, which is repelled by water and favors 

non-polar solvents.  

An important parameter is the molecular weight of the polymer, which is characterized 

by the molar mass distribution and molar mass averages, since polymers are known to 

be polydisperse. The number average molar mass 𝑀  is defined as 

 
𝑀 =

∑ 𝑁 𝑀

∑ 𝑁
 (1) 

whereas 𝑁  is the number of molecules with molecular weight 𝑀 .  
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The weight average molar mass 𝑀  is defined as follows 

 
𝑀 =

∑ 𝑁 𝑀

∑ 𝑁
 

(2) 

In this study, the block copolymer PMOXA-b-PDMS-b-PMOXA, which is composed 

of the polymer poly(2-methyloxazoline)(PMOXA) and the hydrophobic 

poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS), and PMOXA-g-PCL with the hydrophobic 

polycaprolactone (PCL) block were used (Table 1). PDMS, the hydrophobic block, is 

biocompatible, and widely used as material for pacemakers, contact lenses or breast 

implants. PDMS with lower molecular weight (5 kDa) degrades slowly in the body, is 

easily removed from the body and is filtered out through the kidney. [37]  PCL is known 

for its semi-crystalline nature and biodegradability. [38] PMOXA, the hydrophilic block, 

is biocompatible and known to be mostly cleared out from the blood stream after 24 h. 

The non-ionic and protein-repellent nature of PMOXA is favored, since charged 

polymers tend to induce stronger immune response. [37]  

Table 1. Polymerizable monomers and the corresponding active species. 

Monomer Growing chain Polymerization Method  

2-methyloxazoline  

 
PMOXA  

Cationic Ring Opening Polymerization 

dimethylsiloxane  

 

PDMS  

Anionic Ring Opening Polymerization 

-caprolactone  
 

PCL 

 

Coordination–insertion Ring Opening Polymerization 

 Principle of Self-Assembly Process of Amphiphilic 

Block Copolymers  

When amphiphilic block copolymers are introduced into an aqueous solution, they form 

supramolecular assemblies or self-organize spontaneously into a variety of structures 
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depending on specific properties and concentrations. [35, 39] Copolymer chains arrange to 

a bilayer for diblock copolymers and looped conformations (both hydrophilic ends in 

the same leaflet) of triblock copolymers, while triblock copolymers in a stretched 

conformation form a monolayer. [40] Supramolecular structures are held together by 

forces like Van der Waals, hydrophobic interactions and hydrogen bonding and not by 

covalent bonds. [35] The role of molecular geometry is important to predict the shape of 

assemblies. A whole spectrum of morphologies can be observed depending on the 

relative volume fraction of blocks. These morphologies expand from spherical and 

cylindrical micelles, to bilayers and vesicles. [39] The morphology of nanostructures 

depends on the geometry of the amphiphile with its ratio of hydrophobic and 

hydrophilic fragments (Figure 5). [41] 

 
Figure 5 . Due to the curvature of the amphiphilic block copolymer, the packing parameter Pc can be 
estimated. Relative volume fraction of blocks; f: hydrophilic fraction. Adapted with permission from ref 
[42]. Copyright (2009) John Wiley and Sons. 

One unifying rule to generate mainly vesicles in aqueous solution is a ratio of 

hydrophilic to total mass of f ≈ 35%±10%. Block copolymers with more than 45% of 

hydrophilic part form mainly micelles whereas close to this region also wormlike micelles 

can be formed. Inverted structures can be built with less than 25% of hydrophilic part. 

[43] 
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Figure 6.  Morphology predicted by packing parameter. Adapted from ref [44].  

The critical packing parameter Pc describes the geometry of amphiphile as depicted in 

Figure 6 and is defined as follows 

 𝑃 =
𝑣

𝑎 𝐿
 (3) 

where v is the volume of hydrophobic block, a0 is the area covered by the hydrophilic 

block and L is the length of the hydrophobic block. [35, 45] Pc directly correlates with the 

type of assembly and can be related to the radius of curvature. [35] 

 
𝑃 = 1 − 𝐻𝐿 +

𝐾 𝐿
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The mean curvature H is defined as 

 𝐻 =
1

2

1

𝑟
+

1

𝑟
 (5) 

and the Gaussian curvature KG as 

 𝐾 =
1

𝑟
∙

1

𝑟
= 𝑐 ∙𝑐  (6) 

where r1 and r2 are curvature radii, which are the reciprocals of the principle radii of 

curvature c1 and c2. The morphology of structures corresponds to the minimal elastic 

energy at a given vesicle area and volume. [45] Planar bilayers are predominant when Pc 

is close to 1 (r1 = r2 = ∞, H = 0). Spherical (r1 = r2, H = ) and cylindrical (r1 = r, r2 
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= ∞, H =  micelles are formed with Pc <0.5 and smaller curvature for 0.5 >Pc >1. 

[35] 

A large variety of well-defined structures can be built spontaneously as a result of self-

organization, which is a consequence of non-covalent forces [45, 46] and their unique 

properties need to be well understood to optimize their performances. The driving force 

for all processes is the minimization of free energy. [35]  

 

The basic principle of self-association is based on the balance between the disordered 

and the organized system, the interactions between the moieties of the amphiphilic 

molecules and solvent molecules, and poor solubility of the hydrophobic block. 

Hydrophobic substances tend to aggregate in aqueous medium to exclude water 

molecules. [35] Linear non-polar structures are more hydrophobic than branched ones, 

since they have a smaller area of contact with the aqueous environment. Inert surface 

molecules, such as alkanes, hydrocarbons and fluorocarbons, are not able to form 

hydrogen bonds. Therefore, water molecules close to the inert surface rearrange 

themselves to form hydrogen bonds with other water molecules to minimize the contact 

to the inert surfaces and are more ordered compared to free moving water molecules. 

[47] The so-called hydrophobic effect is thought to be the main driving force of the 

phenomenon self-assembly of amphiphiles [35] This effect is an entropic driven process 

whereas the free energy of a process is dependent on the enthalpic H and entropic S 

terms as follows [35] 

 𝐺 = 𝐻 − 𝑇𝑆 (7) 

Temperature plays an important role because of the contribution TS to the free 

energy. Considering thermodynamics, amphiphiles organize in aqueous media, so this 

self-association leads to loss of entropy, which would be technically unfavorable from 

the entropic perspective. [35] But amphiphilic molecules in water cause a higher ordering 

of the amphiphile-surrounding water molecules, which form a cage around hydrophobic 
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moieties. Therefore, the self-assembly of amphiphiles leads to a minimization of 

interactions of the hydrophobic part with neighboring water molecules, which 

overcompensates the loss of entropy by the aggregation of amphiphilic molecules. [35] 

The hydrophobic effect is dependent on changes in temperature, pH, concentration, 

geometrical constitution of amphiphiles and solution properties (salinity, flexibility). 

[35, 48] The hydrophobic effect takes place when a sufficiently high amphiphile 

concentration are put in aqueous solution. [48]  In colloidal chemistry, the critical micelle 

concentration (CMC) is defined as the concentration of amphiphiles above which 

micelles are spontaneously formed. At CMC, the moiety of free molecules in bulk 

solution is equal to the moiety of molecules forming micellar assemblies. [49] The increase 

in concentration leads to an increase of the number of molecules in the aggregate with 

unchanged concentration of monomers in solution. When the concentration of 

amphiphiles is above the CMC, they form structures depending on temperature and 

geometry of the moieties. [35] 

 

The bilayer-to-vesicle model, known in literature as “mechanism I”, is the most 

commonly accepted mechanism for the formation of vesicles. This model describes the 

vesicle formation as a result of a two-step process, where first the planar membrane is 

formed from micelles, that then bends and rolls up and finally closes into spherical 

hollow vesicles. [50] An alternative vesicle formation mechanisms is a model referred as 

“mechanism II” in literature, where micelles grow into vesicles without aggregating first 

into a planar membrane. The solvent molecules diffuse into the micelles until the 

bending energy is sufficiently lowered and then the micelles reorganize into semi-vesicles 

and lastly into vesicles. There is no universal explanation for the vesicular self-assembly 

mechanism due to variations of polymer properties and therefore, some pathways have 

not yet been discovered. [50] 
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 Comparison of Liposomes and Polymersomes  

Liposomes are lipid based vesicles that are well-studied and most commonly used as a 

chassis for artificial cells since their discovery in 1964. The key advantage of liposomes 

is the use of lipids, which are the building blocks of living cell membranes and allow 

the reconstitution of biological components without loss of functionality and the ability 

to be simplistic. [51] The cell plasma membrane is known to be significantly less fluid 

than model lipid membranes due to links between proteins in the membrane and the 

cytoskeleton. [6, 52, 53] However, the major limitations are that liposomes are known for 

their instability, unintended permeability and the lack of specificity/tuneability. [54] To 

overcome these challenges, polymersomes, have been widely explored and gained 

popularity. [55, 56] Polymersomes are a class of vesicles based on synthetic amphiphilic 

block copolymers and are fully synthetic analogs of liposomes. [51] Liposomes and 

polymersomes comprise an aqueous lumen that is protected from the external 

environment by a hydrophobic membrane which allows the encapsulation of both 

hydrophilic and hydrophobic cargo. Besides the similar properties, these nano- to 

micrometer sized spherical structures, possess significant differences, such as lateral 

mobility, permeability and stability (Figure 7). [57] There is a large diversity of 

copolymers with a molecular weight up to 10s of kDa to form polymersomes, [40] while 

in comparison, membrane forming lipids are limited and have a molecular weight less 

than 1 kDa. [58] Polymeric vesicles are mechanically and thermodynamically much more 

stable than the well investigated lipid vesicles. The advantages of amphiphilic block 

copolymers over lipids are an increased stability and robustness due to higher molecular 

weight. The polymer membrane has a greater chemical versatility and its thickness can 

be easily controlled. [59] The polymeric membrane can have thicknesses in the range of 

5-30 nm, while lipid membranes are 3-5 nm thick, allowing larger hydrophobic solutes 

to be incorporated into the polymer membrane. [59]  
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Figure 7.  Properties of liposomes and polymersomes. (A) Comparison of liposomes and polymersomes. 
Reproduced with permission from ref [60].Copyright (2014) Elsevier Ltd. (B) Membrane properties due 
to difference in molecular weight of amphiphiles. Reproduced with permission from ref [43]. Copyright 
(2006) Annual Review of Biomedical Engineering.  

The majority of studies focus on nanoscale vesicles (~100 nm), the so-called small and 

large unilamellar vesicles (SUVs and LUVs, Table 2), that offer innovative solutions as 

cargo delivery systems for therapy and diagnostics or as artificial organelles loaded 

with active compounds (e.g. enzymes, proteins, catalysts, mimics) to provide confined 

reactions. On the other hand, the large size (microscale, from 1 to 200 µm) of giant 

unilamellar giants (GUVs) makes them more suitable for research as cell models or 

artificial cells to understand complex biological processes. [1] Lipid based GUVs are the 
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most common model membrane system for synthetic cells. [61] Size affects factors such 

as stability, membrane curvature, volume and effective encapsulated. The spherical 

micron-scale GUVs have the advantage to be directly observable by conventional light 

microscopy, differential interference contrast microscopy and phase contrast 

microscopy. [54] Manipulations of single GUVs and their response towards external 

factors can be immediately visualized. One possible technique for visualization is to use 

a dense solution, such as sucrose, to swell the GUVs and subsequently dilute in an 

isotonic solution (less dense than sucrose) to prevent GUVs from collapsing due to the 

osmotic difference to the surrounding solution.  

 

Table 2. Comparison of properties of liposomes, polymersomes and eukaryotes. Adapted with permission 
from ref [62]. Copyright (2018) Royal Society of Chemistry. 

 Liposomes  Polymersomes  Eukaryotic cells  
Molecular weight of 
building compounds 

102 –103 Da 103 –104 Da 102 –105 Da 

Membrane thickness  3–5 nm 5–50 nm 8–10 nm (including membrane 
proteins) 

Diameter SUV: 20–100 nm 
LUV: 100–1000 nm 
GUV: 1–200 m 

Animal cells: 10–30 m 
Plant cells: 10–100 m 

Encapsulating volume 
(calculated) 

SUV: 10-15–10-13 L LUV: 10-13–
10-9 L GUV: 10-9 –10-3 L  

SUV: 0–10-13 L  
LUV: 0–10-9 L  
GUV: 10-9 –10-3 L 

Animal cells: 10-6 –10-5 L  
Plant cells: 10-6 –10-3 L 

 

The choice of block copolymers influences the biocompatibility, biodegradability, 

permeability and release conditions. [63] For biological applications, the materials used 

need to be ideally non-toxic, biocompatible with bioactive molecules and stable under 

various conditions. [40] Over the past decades, a vast range of technologies were 

developed to fabricate vesicular structures. The choice of the vesicle formation 

technique has an enormous influence on the properties such as sizes and polydispersity 

of vesicles. [63, 64] A short overview of selected approaches using hydration, solvent 

switch, electroformation, double emulsion and microfluidics are given. Reviews discuss 

the methodologies in more details are Supramaniam et al 2019, [6] Palivan et al 2016 [32] 

or Kamiya et al 2017. [65] 
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 Fabrication Techniques of Vesicles  

1.2.4.1. Film Hydration  

For the first time in the 1960s, Reeves and Dowben have reported a gentle hydration 

approach to self-assemble GUVs by resuspending lipid bilayers. Vesicular structures 

are formed by spontaneous swelling of the dry film after introduction of an aqueous 

buffer. Film hydration is straightforward and minimal traces of organic solvent are 

present. The method simply involves the formation of a dry amphiphile film on a solid 

surface (glass) by dissolving the amphiphiles in organic solvent, followed by 

evaporation. The resuspension by aqueous buffer containing the cargo of interest results 

in formation of vesicles. Nevertheless, the process can take usually several hours 

towards several days for the vesicle formation. The quality of vesicles strongly depends 

on the amphiphile, buffer composition and drying parameters. A major disadvantage 

is the probability to generate multilamellar or multivesicular vesicles and debris of the 

amphiphiles. [66] Homogenization of vesicles can be achieved through sonication, 

extrusion, freeze-thaw method and vortexing, or a combination of these techniques. [45] 

SUVs, GUVs and multilamellar vesicles with a large polydispersity are formed. [62] 

1.2.4.2. Solvent Switch Method  

The solvent-switch method is performed by dissolving the amphiphiles in organic 

solvents where all blocks are soluble. The vesicular structures are formed after dropwise 

addition an aqueous buffer. The procedure is much faster with this method compared 

to film rehydration, since the polymers are in solution from the beginning, and it is 

highly dependent on the balance between the state of the polymers (assembled and 

non-assembled). The organic phase is excluded, but technically not all solvent can be 

removed. The major drawback are the traces of organic solvents. [45, 67] Mainly SUVs, 

with a large polydispersity are formed. [62] 
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1.2.4.3. Electroformation 

Another technique to form vesicular structures is electroformation which was developed 

in 1986. An alternating electric current is applied via electrodes to the dry film in an 

aqueous buffer, requiring non-physiological low concentrations of salt. [68] This was a 

big disadvantage for the use as artificial cells, since biological elements need 

physiological buffers. Use of higher frequencies (500 Hz compared to 10 Hz) could 

overcome this disadvantage. [69] A major drawback is also that applied electric field in 

general could cause damage to biological machineries as reported earlier. [70] Mainly 

GUVs are formed with a low polydispersity. [62] 

1.2.4.4. Gel-Assisted Swelling 

An alternative method without the use of electric current is the gel-assisted swelling 

technique. Horger et al first reported the deposition of the dry amphiphile film on a 

porous agarose gel spin coated on a glass slide and vesicles were formed in presence of 

a flow of buffer from below. [71] The benefits of this technique are higher rate of 

homogenous GUV formation under physiological condition and biocompatibility. [62] A 

drawback is the fusion of the vesicles over time and that agarose and the amphiphiles 

interact which affects the vesicle property. [72] To overcome this, polyvinyl alcohol 

(PVA) [73] or dextran(ethylene glycol) [74] can be used as an alternative which is also 

compatible with a variety of biomolecules. The major drawback is the contamination 

of the vesicles by the gel and the difficult detachment of the vesicles from the gels. [73] 

1.2.4.5. Inverse Emulsion Phase Transfer  

Vesicles can also be fabricated from a water-in-oil droplet by the emulsion based 

approach or the so-called inverse emulsion phase transfer. The amphiphiles stabilize 

the oil-water interphase. This technique results in narrow polydispersity GUVs. [62] The 

procedure is not well-studied, and vesicles are heterogenous. The main disadvantage of 

this approach is the low yield and traces of oil in the GUV membrane. [15, 75]  

1.2.4.6. Double Emulsion using Microfluidic Techniques 
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To upscale vesicle production, the emulsion base approach was transferred to 

microfluidic devices for an improved control of the individual steps including a 

continuous droplet interface. Double emulsion droplets are water droplets within thin 

oil layer surrounded an aqueous phase. Microfluidic technology shows several benefits 

such as high encapsulation efficiency, high throughput formation of monodisperse 

vesicles (SUVs or GUVs) and high degree over size. [62] One of the major disadvantages 

are the technically complexity and the content of organic solvents in the interphase. 

The evaporation of the organic solvent is not efficient and therefore the remaining 

solvent residue can interfere with membrane functionality and biological mechanisms. 

[6] The amount of oil and alteration on the mechanics is not simply measurable. [76] The 

use of emulsion droplets requires the use of Pluronic F-68, PEG, PVA in the aqueous 

outer phase which may not be biocompatible. [65]  

 Stimuli-Responsiveness 

 In nature, cells require local dynamic changes subcellular compartments and can sense 

external environmental changes to maintain biological functions. Similarly, smart 

materials, such as synthetic polymer assemblies have potential applications as ‘on 

demand’ cargo release in delivery systems and as self-repairing supplies in the 

biomedical field. [8] Stimuli-responsiveness was achieved either by designing copolymers 

with a special chemical nature, inducing a change in the membrane permeability or 

even its disintegration upon a change in their environment. [1] Stimuli responsive 

materials provide additional functionality and allow the fabrication of efficient 

transduction mechanisms for use in sensors. Copolymers play an important role in the 

design of responsive artificial cell systems. Stimuli responsive synthetic materials are 

capable of chemical and conformational changes due to a specific external stimulus as 

trigger and respond to their environment in an intelligent way, allowing a higher degree 

of control. Light, temperature, pH, redox potential enzymatic activities, temperature, 

light, magnetic field, electric field and mechanical force can serve as physiological or 

external stimuli of smart responsive materials (Figure 8). [77-79] 
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Figure 8.  Some examples of stimuli triggers for responsive materials.  

Researchers developed a vast diversity of macromolecules that can self-assemble into 

desired morphologies. For instance, poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAAm) is a 

temperature responsive polymer with a lower critical solution temperature (LCST, 

~32°C). At rising temperatures this polymer goes through a phase transition from an 

extended random coil to a compressed conformation. Above its LCST the polymer is 

hydrophobic and below the LCST it becomes hydrophilic. [80] pH sensitive systems react 

to changes in the concentration of protons. An example is the charged hydrophilic 

Poly(N,N-dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate) (PDMAEMA) that forms a cationic 

polyelectrolyte and has ionizable functional groups to accept or donate protons. [81] 

Light responsive materials are sensitive towards light illumination and results in light 

triggered isomerization or ionization. Mabrouk et al used a mixture of the non-

responsive copolymer poly(ethylene glycol)-b-polybutadiene (PEG-b-PBD) and UV-

responsive LC-based copolymer PEG-b-PMAazo444 to form vesicles with potential 

application in the field of drug delivery and cosmetics. [82]  The LC block contains an 

azobenzene group that undergoes a trans-to-cis conformational change upon exposure 

to UV light.  UV and visible light are limited due to smaller penetration depth due to 

strong scattering, so near infrared illumination is preferred, having deeper penetration 

and minimal harm. [83] Reduction sensitive materials play a potential rote as drug 

delivery systems in the field of nanomedicine. Disulfide bonds between block 
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copolymers are sensitive to reduction with high thiol concentrations. [57, 78] PEG-b-

poly(propylene sulfide) polymersomes containing disulfide bonds was first developed 

by Cerritelli et al and demonstrated to be destabilized in the presence cysteine and 

GSH. [84] 

 
In this work, subcompartments with stimuli responsive properties are used as organelle-

mimics and loaded into a microscale compartment. The spatial organization in artificial 

cells offers the possibility for dormant compartments to activate their functions in 

presence of relevant stimuli. The stimuli responsive behavior in a hierarchical 

organization is important to develop systems that can receive signals and respond by 

changes in the material. [2, 77, 78]  

 

 Characterization Techniques of Cell Mimics 

Specific characteristics of artificial cell mimics, such as size, structure, permeability, 

responsiveness to stimuli and functionality need to be in-depth characterized to fully 

understand the systems. For the characterization of intrinsically fluorescent or 

fluorescently labelled micron-sized cell mimics (e.g. GUVs), confocal laser scanning 

microscopy (CLSM) can be used for visualization and fluorescence correlation 

spectroscopy (FCS) for follow up of fluorescent species in their native solution.  

Fluorescence is a useful tool for many studies to distinguish between what is interesting 

(signal) and what is not (background noise). The phenomenon “fluorescence” is the 

emission of light of a molecule and occurs from the excited electronic state after the 

absorption of light. The difference in energy, the so-called Stokes shift occurs when the 

adsorbed photon has more energy than the emitted photon. For singlet states, the 

electron that is transitioned into a higher electronic excited state and its paired electron 

in the ground state have opposite spins which is essential for fluorescence. In contrary, 

for the phenomena called phosphorescence, the spins are parallel and called triplet 

excited state. The basic principle of fluorescence is illustrated in the Jablonski diagram 
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(Figure 9), illustrating the electronic states of a molecule and the possible transitions 

between them (developed by Alexander Jablonski in 1933).  

 

Figure 9.  Jablonski diagram: possible energy transitions after absorption of a photon – fluorescence and 
phosphorescence. Reproduced with permission from ref [85]. Copyright (2005) Springer Nature. 

On the left side of the Jablonski diagram are the single states (S0, S1, S2), while the 

triplet states (T1) are positioned on the right. The ground state S0 is defined as the 

energy of a molecule that is non-excited by light, while S1 and S2 are excited singlet 

states. Over the past years, a vast number of fluorophores, molecules with fluorescent 

properties, have been provided to study biologically relevant systems. The valence 

electron orbital of the fluorophore determines the absorbed and emitted wavelength, as 

well its efficiency. [85] 

 
Figure 10.  Fluorescent molecules diffuse through the confocal volume and a fluctuating fluorescence 
signal is recorded. FCS autocorrelation curve G (τ) is obtained when the time trace is subjected to an 
autocorrelation algorithm. Reproduced with permission from ref [86]. Copyright (2006) Nature Springer. 

Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) has become a widely used routine 

techniques for studies of various field such as physical, chemical and biological sciences 

in the recent years. FCS was originally introduced in the early 1970s to measure 
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diffusion coefficients of fluorescent molecules. This technique enables the detection of 

fluorescence intensity fluctuations in a subfemtoliter confocal volume (1 fL) generated 

by a focused laser beam and provides information about thermodynamics and kinetics 

of fluorescent molecules at nanomolar concentrations. [87] The tiny, spontaneous 

fluctuations are caused by deviations from thermal equilibrium in an open system 

(Brownian motion) and for chemical reaction (Poisson process). [88] With FCS, the 

diffusion properties, chemical rate constants, hydrodynamic radii, molecular 

concentrations, molecular brightness and interactions are measured in vivo and in vitro 

in solution. FCS is carried out on a confocal microscope and the fluorescent signal 

originates from an illuminated single spot (confocal volume). The intensity fluctuations 

are recorded and autocorrelated over time. Small rapid diffusing species produce rapidly 

fluctuating patterns, while larger slower diffusing molecules yield rather sustained 

bursts of fluorescence (Figure 10). [89] 

The diffusion coefficient 𝐷 can be calculated using the relation between 𝜏 and the x-y 

dimension of the confocal volume (ωxy):  

 
𝜏 =

𝜔

4𝐷
 (8) 

 𝜔  is given by the laser wavelength and the numerical aperture (NA):  

𝜔 =  
𝜆

2 ∙ 𝑁𝐴
 (9) 

The Einstein-Stokes equation uses the diffusion coefficient 𝐷, the Boltzmann’s constant 

𝑘 , absolute temperature 𝑇 and viscosity of the surrounding medium 𝜂 to calculate the 

hydrodynamic radius (𝑅 ) of the nanostructures.  

 𝐷 =   (10) 

 

The spatial and temporal correlation of fluorescent species with each other is measured 

and a statistical analysis of the fluctuation data are mathematically quantified by an 
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autocorrelation algorithm. [88] The fluorescence fluctuation autocorrelation function 

G() is defines as follows: 

𝐺(𝜏) =  
〈𝛿𝐹(𝑡)𝛿𝐹(𝑡 + 𝜏)〉

〈𝐹(𝑡)〉
 (11) 

The symbols 〈. . 〉 stands for averaging over a long period of time and  as an interval. 

𝛿𝐹(𝑡 + 𝜏) is the fluctuation at the shifted time 𝑡 + 𝜏. The fluorescence intensity 

fluctuation is defined as  

𝛿𝐹(𝑡) =  𝐹(𝑡) − 〈𝐹〉 (12) 

where 〈F〉 is the time averaged value of F(t). [88] The initial amplitude of the 

autocorrelation function is inversely proportional to the average number of particles 

〈N〉 in the confocal volume and yielded as follows 

𝐺(0) =  
1

〈𝑁〉
=

1

𝑉 〈𝐶〉
 (13) 

The time at the half intensity of the autocorrelation curve is the diffusion time 𝜏 . The 

detection volume 𝑉  results in the concentration C of the particles and the number of 

particles N.  

In this work, CLSM coupled with in situ FCS was selected for the characterization our 

responsive multicompartment systems due to its sensitivity towards tracking individual 

cascade reaction steps or to measure the encapsulation efficiency of biomolecules and 

subcompartments within the giant vesicles. In future, this method can be used as a 

standard characterization for artificial cells.   

 Combination of Biomolecules and Synthetic 

Materials 

Numerous characteristics of living cells, including signalling cascades, energy 

transduction, complex compartmentalization, protein expression, growth and division, 

have been successfully modelled in isolation using artificial cells. [61, 62, 90-92] Artificial 
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assemblies can serve as potential scaffolds, carriers and/or subcompartments. Since the 

functionality of various membrane proteins can also be preserved when inserted in 

polymer membranes, [32, 34] the basis for creating complex protocells from combinations 

of synthetic and biological components is given. Specific  ions, solutes and molecules 

can be exchanged across the artificial membrane. Possible techniques of selective 

permeability are the use of polymers that form porous membranes, pore formation by 

chemical modifications or the insertion of membrane proteins, transporters, ion 

channels or pore-forming peptides.  Functional insertion of ion channels (biopores) and 

membrane proteins allow the permeability of polymer membranes as in PMOXA-

PDMS based studies. [93] The incorporation of gramicidin ion channels into nanoscale 

polymersomes was studied for selective permeability of protons, sodium and potassium 

ions. [94] Size selective pores in polymersomes can be formed by embedding channel 

forming proteins [95] or using stimuli-responsive copolymers to generate pores. [81] For 

catalysis process within vesicles, channel proteins are a suitable choice for passage of 

substrate molecules while encapsulating enzymes inside. A single compartment 

designed to perform an explicit reaction is known as a nanoreactor (artificial organelle). 

The first nanoreactor was demonstrated by Meier and coworkers. [96] A spatially 

confined metabolic reaction can be performed in a single nanoscale compartment to 

replicate cellular metabolic procedure. [96] In this particular scenario, the outer 

membrane protein F (OmpF), a channel forming protein was incorporated into the 

polymeric membrane. This allowed the size selective entry of a substrate into the 

polymersome lumen for subsequent hydrolysis by encapsulated B-lactamase.  

Two common membranous structures that are being utilized for building cell-like 

entities are giant liposomes and giant polymer vesicles (polymersomes), [34, 62] besides 

other systems such as proteinosomes, coacervates, colloidosomes, polypeptide or 

polymer capsules. [97] Some example for enzymatic reactions in microscale polymersomes 

are summarized in Table 3. [34] 
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Table 3. List of enzyme loaded micrometric polymer vesicles. Adapted with permission from ref [34]. 
Copyright (2018) Elsevier. 

Polymer Encapsulated protein  Organization Permeabiliz
ation 

Application Ref. 

PMOXA-
PDMS-
PMOXA 

Horseradish peroxidase Enzyme-loaded OmpF Model for 
artificial cell 

[98] 

PEO-PB Catalase Enzyme-loaded Inherent and 
rupture 

Model for 
cargo release 

[99] 

PLL, PMAc, 
PDA 

Glutamate dehydrogenase, 
Glutathione reductase, -

galactosidase, Glucose 
oxidase, Catalase 

Enzyme-loaded 
liposomes 

embedded within 

Inherent Model for 
artificial cell 

[100] 

PAH/PMA/P
NMD/PEG-
PDEAEMA-
stat-BCP) 

Catalase, Myoglobin, 
Glucose oxidase 

Enzyme-loaded 
polymersomes 

embedded within 

Temperature
-driven and 
pH-driven 

Model for 
artificial cell 

[101] 

PLL/Liposome
s/PMA/ 

PMAc/ PNVP 

Glucose oxidase, 
Horseradish peroxidase 

Enzyme-loaded Inherent Model for 
artificial 
organelle 

[102] 

PLL/Liposome
s/PDA/PMA/ 

PMAc 

Catalase Enzyme-loaded 
liposomes 

embedded within 

Inherent Model for 
tissue 

engineering/
cell 

structural 
support 

[103] 

An alternative to functionalizing polymersomes is incorporating surface ligands to 

mimic the behavior of immune cell targeting antigens as presented by Hammer et al, 

2008 using avidin–biotin chemistry. [104] In another example, giant polymersomes were 

decorated with sugar moieties on their surface to interact with lectin-functionalized 

particles. [105] In a more advanced way, giant polymersomes were functionalized with 

heparin moieties to function as red blood cell mimics and inhibit malaria parasites. [106] 

Key examples of protocells made from giant polymer vesicles include demonstration of 

protein expression (actin monomer) via encapsulation of the whole expression 

machinery and building blocks, [107] energy (ATP) production, [108] signal transduction 

via responsive subcompartments, autonomous growth/blebbing/division [109] and 

beating. [110] 

  Compartmentalization within Cell Mimics 

Synthetic multicompartment assemblies are referred to as multiple functional 

compartments in a single compartment (e.g. multivesicular vesicles), an important step 

towards the architectural mimicry of eukaryotic cells. The fabrication of 
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multicompartmentalized synthetic cell like system requires an elaborated methodology. 

[111, 112] Diverse systems based on a multicompartment architecture were reported 

including liposomes in liposomes (also known as vesosomes), [112, 113] polymersomes in 

polymersomes, polymersomes in liposomes, liposomes in capsules, [114] polymersomes in 

capsules, [115] capsules in capsules, [116] cubosomes in capsules. [117] The use of capsules 

requires layer by layer deposition,[29, 118-120] with the drawback of requiring up to 50 steps 

for their fabrication. [111] Emulsion centrifugation was used for liposomes in 

polymersomes [112] and film rehydration method for polymersomes in liposomes [121] 

Vesosomes were historically the first compartmentalized systems [122] and can be 

prepared in various ways such as wrap them in cochleate cylinders, [123] the glass bead 

method, [124, 125] film rehydration [126] or internal bilayer partitions. [127] Polymersomes in 

polymersomes, are maintained using the solvent switch method, [128] direct dissolution 

method, [129] double emulsion in water/oil/water system, [130] double emulsion via 

microfluids [130-132] and emulsion centrifugation method. [133] The film rehydration method 

provides the advantages to avoid traces of organic solvent and no oil phases or 

templates are necessary, which is essential for the encapsulation of biologically relevant 

molecules. All these techniques to form multicompartment structures listed above vary 

in size and number of compartments with various unique functions. [111, 134] Many 

limitations still affect the most common approaches and therefore, there is a need for 

an easy way with less barriers to allow the creation of a multicompartment cell-inspired 

scaffold with even more outstanding properties. 

Responsive multicompartmental systems are of interest due to the controllability of 

content and release trigger, as well the connectivity between each subcompartments. 

Various strategies/technologies (described in Chapter 1) have been studied to engineer 

multi-step reactions within a confined space. The capability to sense and respond to 

their environment makes responsive multicompartment very attractive for the 

construct of artificial cells. Only few examples for stimuli responsive multicompartment 

systems are known so far. For example, simple responsive cellular mimics were proposed 
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using capsosome-based compartments loaded with stimuli-responsive adamantyl-

modified polymersomes, [101] capsules containing pH-dependent liposomes, [135] lipid giant 

vesicles loaded with UV-responsive liposomes [136] and microscale polymersomes 

encapsulated with temperature-dependent liposomes to trigger specific chemical 

reactions. [112] 

In addition, microfluidic techniques promise high encapsulation efficiency inside 

microcompartments and size monodispersity, but up to now, their production rates are 

low and with reduced diversity. Despite these promising examples, the potential of 

microscale multicompartments as novel functional materials is still restricted by a 

limited implementation of responsiveness to external stimuli, not taking advantage of 

the time dimension to modify the behavior and architecture of such multicompartments 

in a controlled manner. [1]  

 Vesicular Cytoskeleton Mimics 

Reconstitution studies of cytoskeletal components paves the way to understand the 
complex dynamics during shape changes of cell migration and cell division.  

1.2.9.1. Bottom-Up Reconstitution of Cytoskeleton 

Cytoskeleton component encapsulation in vesicular structures is an essential tool to 

study the complexity of each cytoskeletal element and their individual properties. 

Scientists use a bottom-up approach by reconstituting the cytoskeletal subunits into 

vesicular structures. In 1989, cytoskeletal proteins were encapsulated into lipid vesicles 

by Elson and co-workers, providing information about changes on vesicle shape due to 

encapsulated actin. [137] The cytoskeleton construction inside liposomes is a non-trivial 

procedure, where numerous different methods exists according to literature. [138] The 

process of encapsulation should not harm the cytoskeletal proteins and no unintended 

changes in the GUV properties.  

Up to date, gentle hydration, [139] electroformation, [140] gel-assisted swelling, [141, 142] 

droplet microfluidics [143-145] and particularly conventional inverse emulsion [76, 146-148] 
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approaches were reported for cytoskeletal component encapsulation. By the proof of 

principle studies, actin filaments were shown to influence mechanics of vesicular 

structures [140, 149] while little rheological studies for mechanical response in vesicular 

systems exist. [150-152] A recent example by Weiss et al includes microinjection of F-actin 

or polymerization during protocell formation using lipid-based GUV system produced 

via microfluidics and the help of copolymer-stabilized water-in-oil droplets, 

demonstrating a functional bottom-up assembly that would not self-assemble when 

simply mixed together. [153] 

1.2.9.2. In situ Triggering of Cytoskeletal Polymerization  

Another approach than encapsulation of cytoskeletal filaments is the in situ triggered 

polymerization of cytoskeletal components. Polymerization is slowed down by working 

at low temperatures [154] or by exchanging solution to initiate the filament formation by 

inserting pore-forming peptides or proteins into the membrane to transfer ions across 

the membrane. [155, 156] In various studies, actin polymerization was induced using self-

propelled PS beads [157] or in lipid vesicles. [158] A study was reported, where G-actin was 

encapsulated in liposomes and the polymerization was induced by introducing Mg2+ via 

electroporation or ionophore mediated influx. [156, 159-161] More recently, Lee et al 

presented a photo-switchable ATP-generation coupled with actin filament production 

in liposome GUVs leading to its morphology changes and eventually rupture. This was 

achieved using magnesium ionophores in the membrane and G-actin in the lumen. [162] 

Dhir [136] et al demonstrated nanosized worm-shaped tubular vesicles 

(proteotubularsomes) including light induced ATP generation and actin 

polymerization. [163] 
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2. Aim of the Thesis 
 

The aim of the research that is described in this thesis is the de novo design of a cell-

inspired multicompartment as a smart material that transduces a signal via triggered 

disruption of inner subcompartments and contributes towards the development of 

artificial cells. The development of cell mimics with the ability to sense changes in the 

environment and subsequently respond, find many useful applications and plays an 

important role to generate knowledge of complex biological processes in a molecular 

level and simplified communication pathways. This research area is still in its infancy 

and is limited by the low availability and low stability of materials and lack of in situ 

characterization methods. Nonetheless, this field may offer opportunities and 

substantial inroads for innovative strategies towards the development of a smart 

artificial cell. In recent years, biomimetic structures were built in a new way by combing 

chemical and biological components via a bottom-up approach. 

The scope of this thesis addresses a new technology for the fabrication of a functional 

multicompartment by self-assembling polymers that serve as building blocks. It is 

important to use a biodegradable and biocompatible basis to mimic biorelevant 

reactions. To do this, a strategy for the preparation of compartmentalized assemblies 

was elaborated where giant polymersomes (in the range of sizes of cells, micron-scale) 

serve as a basis/scaffold to further build a higher order complex organization loaded 

with synthetic nanostructures. This multicompartment system has potential to perform 

cell-like functions and mimic a simple cellular architecture. Our aim is to use a non-

assisted gentle film rehydration technique to simulate the self-assembly process found 

in nature. This formation method results in more polydisperse vesicles compared to 

other formation methods, such as microfluidics, but it allows to the use of mild, 

biologically relevant conditions and is easy to adapt to new conditions. Synthetic 
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materials can offer an additional feature of being responsive to an external trigger. In 

addition, it is desirable to minimize the complexity of the fabrication steps to achieve 

a smart material which fulfills application-oriented requirements. In this strategy, the 

combination of synthetic compounds (e.g. block copolymers, fluorescent dyes, dye 

coupled substrates) and biological elements (e.g. receptor like molecules, enzymes, ion 

channels) was chosen to study cell-relevant mechanisms.  

The research presented in this dissertation aims to further advance the fields of cell 

mimics and to fulfill following goals (Figure 11):  

(i) The preparation and physicochemical evaluation of synthetic 

multicompartments formed by film rehydration method.  

(ii) Fine tuning of a responsive multicompartment to an external stimulus to 

release the cargo of the subcompartment.  

(iii) Introducing receptor like molecules on the membrane to interact with 

specific ligand. 

(iv) Inducing a compartmentalized primitive enzymatic activity 

(v) Recruiting an ion channel to allow on-demand flux of ions across the 

membrane of the multicompartment.  

(vi) Study artificially constructed cytoskeleton by initiating actin 

polymerization in multicompartments. 

The bottom-up approach developed in this research aims at recreating cellular 

processes, starting from simplified compartmentalization. There is a tremendous 

interest to find innovative strategies to develop and carefully control such stimuli-

responsive multicompartment systems to function as “cell mimics”. Inspired from 

nature, our purely polymeric self-assembled multicompartment structure is equipped 

with fine-control over outer and inner compartment responsiveness, essentially 
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mimicking cellular signaling transduction pathways. The combination of 

compartmentalization and stimuli responsiveness allows complex signal transduction in 

an artificial polymer system and is a high impact strategy to have multifunctional 

applications. Eventually, our responsive multicompartments could be suitable as a 

framework within the ultimate goal creating of an artificial cell. The findings of this 

thesis are presented in the following chapters.  

 

Figure 11.  Schematic overview of a polymer vesicle based protocell. A modular multicompartment 
system composed of reduction sensitive subcompartments encapsulated within polymeric giant 
unilamellar vesicles for triggered enzymatic activity, ion channel recruitment or cytoskeleton formation. 
The reducing agent DTT was used as the signal (red arrow) that passively traverses the polymeric GUV 
membrane without addition of biopores or channels. 

All raw data of the results are saved in the following server: \\131.152.106.67 and in 

external hard drives.  
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3. Self-Assembly and 
Characterization of Stimuli-
Responsive Multicompartments  

 

Next generation multifunctional materials will be built from hierarchical assemblies of 

multicomponent and stimuli-responsive systems. In this work, purely polymer-based 

multicompartment systems were obtained by introducing various subcompartments 

(nanoparticles, micelles, polymersomes), optionally with stimuli-responsive properties 

into the lumen of receptor decorated giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs) via film 

rehydration method and characterized by fluorescence correlation spectroscopy and 

confocal laser scanning microscopy. 

 

PARTS OF THIS CHAPTER HAVE BEEN PUBLISHED AND REPRINTED HEREIN WITH PERMISSION FROM 
REFERENCE [1]. COPYRIGHT (2019) JOHN WILEY AND SONS: 

SAGANA THAMBOO, ADRIAN NAJER, ANDREA BELLUATI, CLAUDIO VON PLANTA, DALIN WU, IOANA CRACIUN, 
WOLFGANG MEIERX AND CORNELIA G. PALIVANX. MIMICKING CELLULAR SIGNALING PATHWAYS WITHIN 
SYNTHETIC MULTICOMPARTMENT VESICLES WITH TRIGGERED ENZYME ACTIVITY AND INDUCED ION 
CHANNEL RECRUITMENT, ADVANCED FUNCTIONAL MATERIALS, 2019, 1904267. 

PARTS OF THIS CHAPTER ARE A MANUSCRIPT IN PREPARATION:  

SAGANA THAMBOO*, ANDREA BELLUATI*, ADRIAN NAJER, VIVIANA MAFFEIS, CLAUDIO VON PLANTA, IOANA 
CRACIUN, CORNELIA G. PALIVANX, WOLFGANG MEIERX, MULTICOMPARTMENT POLYMER VESICLES WITH 
ARTIFICIAL ORGANELLES FOR SIGNAL-TRIGGERED CASCADE REACTIONS INCLUDING CYTOSKELETON 
FORMATION, ADVANCED FUNCTIONAL MATERIALS, 2020, 2002949. 

*These authors contributed equally 
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3.1. Introduction  
The spatiotemporal separation of biochemical reactions plays a fundamental role in 

nature: their compartmentalization allows the steering of reaction kinetics via 

controlled diffusion through specialized microenvironments, while also protecting their 

content from degrading agents or generally incompatible compounds. [100] Due to their 

importance in nature, both compartmentalization, at the micro and nanoscale, and 

stimuli-responsiveness are a source of inspiration for development of advanced 

functional materials. [7] In particular, stimuli-responsive single polymer-based 

nanocompartments were proposed as drug delivery systems, [164] nanoreactors, [34] 

artificial organelles[165]/cells, [166] depending on their payload and the properties of their 

membrane.  

Here, multicompartments based on hierarchical compartment organization have been 

introduced with a long-term goal of designing simple artificial cells as tools to better 

understand natural mechanisms and provide innovative solutions for biomedical and 

chemical challenges. [29] Polymeric giant vesicles were loaded with dye-encapsulated 

nanoscale subcompartments (polymersomes, micelles or reduction sensitive 

nanoparticles). Heparin moieties serve as molecular recognition module on the surface 

of the giant vesicles. Hierarchical assembly and subcompartment responsiveness were 

characterized in detail by using confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) coupled 

with in situ single-particle detection method, fluorescence correlation spectroscopy 

(FCS), directly within the lumen of the micron-scaled multicompartment assemblies. 

This is a unique direct measure of inner compartment integrity, dynamics and 

responsiveness within the final multicompartment assembly, which is typically 

extremely challenging to study in situ with other techniques. A microscale reactor 

capable of predictable self-regulation would thus be an important step in the 

development of materials with a smart behavior.[1] 
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3.2. Results and Discussion 

 Multicompartment Self-Assembly: Loading 

Synthetic Giant Vesicles with Subcompartments 

The production of multicompartmentalized synthetic giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs) 

that expose receptor-like molecules on the polymer membrane and contain 

subcompartments, was achieved by formation of GUVs loaded with prior self-assembled 

nanoscale assemblies (polymersomes, nanoparticles and micelles) (Figure 12A).  

GUVs were self-assembled from a mixture of PMOXA5-b-PDMS58-b-PMOXA5 and 

PDMS65-b-heparin co-polymers (8 wt%), [167] the latter negatively charged copolymer 

serving to expose heparin on the GUV membrane as a mimic for heparan sulfate, known 

to be exposed on the plasma membrane of most cell types. [168]  

First, we investigated the self-assembly of empty GUVs formed by gentle film 

rehydration method in order to optimize formation of unilamellar vesicles. After drying 

the copolymer film under vacuum overnight to eliminate traces of organic solvents, a 

rehydration solution was added to induce the self-assembly process at room 

temperature, and CLSM was used to characterize the resulting system (Figure 12B). 

When used as a rehydration solution, water and PBS buffer generated a mixture of 

various assemblies, ranging from multilamellar vesicles up to polymer junk and filled 

assemblies (Figure 13B, C). According to CLSM micrographs, the use of increasing 

concentrations of sucrose (30 - 300 mM) decreased the fraction of multivesicular and 

multilamellar giant vesicles, while increasing the fraction of unilamellar giant vesicles 

(Figure 12D-G). The optimum sucrose concentration of 300 mM predominantly induced 

the formation of unilamellar GUVs (Figure 12C, Figure 13A) and thus was further 

used for generating multicompartments. According to cryonic transmission electron 
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microscopy (cryo-TEM) images, the membrane thickness of the extruded synthetic 

GUVs is approximately 11 nm (Figure 13D).  

 

Figure 12.  Self-assembly of giant vesicles using film rehydration method. (A) Illustration of the 
formation of multicompartments. The block copolymer mixture was dissolved in an organic solvent, 
which was evaporated to form a thin dry polymer film. Subsequently, a rehydration buffer including 
smaller nanocompartments (black dots) and sucrose, was added to induce self-assembly. The swollen 
film started to form buds followed by pinching-off of the buds to form multicompartments. (B-G) CLSM 
images of GUVs. To enhance visualization of the structures, we added the hydrophobic fluorophore 
Bodipy630/650 (red) that inserts into the vesicle membrane. GUVs were formed (B) directly in the 
observation chamber of an 8-well plate in 300 mM sucrose and (C-G) in rehydration solutions with 
decreasing concentration of sucrose in vials: (C) 300 mM sucrose, (D) 200 mM sucrose, (E) 100 mM 
sucrose, (F) 60 mM sucrose and (G) 30 mM sucrose. Scale bar, 20 m.  
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Figure 13.  GUV characterization by CLSM and cryo-TEM of extruded GUV. (A-C) Optimization of 
GUV production with CLSM image of GUVs (left) and corresponding bright field image (right). GUVs 
were formed in (A) a 300 mM sucrose (resulting giant unilamellar vesicles), (B) pure water (resulting 
mixture of multivesicular, multilamellar and unilamellar vesicles) and (C) PBS (resulting polymer junks 
and filled structures) using the gentle film rehydration method. Scale bar 10 μm. (D) Cryo-TEM of the 
giant membrane (extruded, 400 nm) after rehydration in sucrose. The membrane thickness is 
approximately 11 nm. Scale bar, 100 nm. 

To investigate the accessibility of the receptor-like molecule heparin on the GUVs 

membrane, we examined its interaction with protamine, a positively charged peptide 

known to bind to the negatively charged heparin. [169] Empty GUVs assembled in the 

presence and absence of PDMS65-b-hep, were first mixed with Bodipy630/650, a 

fluorescent hydrophobic molecule that aids in the visualization of formed GUVs, and 

then with Oregon Green 488 (OG488) labeled protamine. CLSM micrographs of 

individual GUVs reveal co-localization of OG488-protamine and Bodipy630/650 

fluorescent signals only at the membrane of GUVs containing PDMS65-b-hep (Figure 

14). This indicates a specific membrane binding interaction between heparin-exposing 

GUVs and the peptide, while there was no unspecific binding between heparin-free 

GUVs and the peptide. A similar behavior was previously reported when heparin 
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attached GUVs were mixed with malaria parasite ligands. [106] By mimicking cell 

membrane receptor-exposure, we now have a tool to probe heparin-binding interactions 

with various biologically active ligands that will support further development of such 

GUVs for medical applications.  

 

Figure 14.  Membrane functionalization of GUVs (red, top right) with heparin and interaction with 
protamin-OG488 (green, top left) with corresponding bright field image (bottom left) and merge (bottom 
right). CLSM image of the heparin-decorated (A, C) and heparin-free giant vesicles (B, D). Scale bar 5 
μm. 

We then loaded nanoassemblies into GUVs with the intention of creating a 

multicompartmentalized architecture (Figure 15A). Depending on the chemical nature 

of the copolymers and their molecular properties, various nanoassemblies were formed: 

i) reduction-sensitive nanoparticles (NP-Graft) based on (poly(2-methyl-2-oxazoline)88-

graft(SS)-poly(ε-caprolactone)238 (PMOXA88-g(SS)-PCL238), ii) non-sensitive 

nanoparticles (NP-Control) based on poly(2-methyl-2-oxazoline)30-block-poly(ε-

caprolactone)62 (PMOXA30-b-PCL62), iii) micelles resulting from PDMS65-b-heparin 

(M100) and iv) polymersomes formed from a mixture of PMOXA5-b-PDMS58-b-

PMOXA5 combined with 5% or 25% PDMS65-b-heparin (Ves5 and Ves25, respectively). 

[167, 170] We investigated the architecture and size of these nanoassemblies by a 
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combination of transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and dynamic light scattering 

(DLS). TEM micrographs indicated the formation of spherical nanoparticles and DLS 

revealed hydrodynamic diameters of 52 ± 23 nm (for NP-Graft), and 104 ± 40 nm (for 

NP-Control). The hydrodynamic diameter of micelles M100 was 99 ± 34 nm, while 

polymersomes had diameters of 142 ± 55 nm (for Ves5) and 159 ± 57 nm (for Ves25), 

in agreement with our previous conclusions. [167, 170] Hydrophobic Bodipy630/650 was 

entrapped in the core of both types of nanoparticles (NP-Graft and NP-Control), while 

OG488 was incorporated in M100, Ves5 and Ves25 to allow their investigation by FCS.  

 

Figure 15.  Schematic illustration and characterization of multicompartments. (A) Multicompartment, 
where subcompartments (e.g. stimuli responsive NP-Graft or non-responsive NP-Control) are loaded 
into a polymeric giant vesicle. (B) In depth in situ analysis of subcompartments in a giant vesicle with 
FCS/CLSM by localizing the confocal volume into the GUV cavity. (C) FCS measurement in 
combination with CLSM mode of subcompartments in giant vesicles and its surrounding solution. FCS 
raw data and autocorrelation curves inside and outside of the NP-Graft loaded giant vesicle. Diffusion 
time inside the GUV was 5257±1517 μs; outside measurement gave no correlation curve indicating 
diffusing fluorescent species is at a concentration below the detection limit. Count rate inside was 101±9 
kHz and outside was 0.7±0.5 kHz. Scale bar, 10 m. 
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Synthetic multicompartments were formed by slowly adding a 300 mM sucrose solution 

containing fluorescently labeled nanoassemblies to a polymer film (PMOXA5-b-

PDMS58-b-PMOXA5 with 8 wt% PDMS65-b-heparin) followed by rehydration overnight 

at 22°C. Each type of nanoassembly (nanoparticles, micelles and polymersomes) was 

separately loaded into GUVs (4‒50 m) and investigated by in situ FCS to directly 

measure their dynamics inside the giant vesicles, prior localized by CLSM (Figure 15B). 

In FCS, the fluctuation of the fluorescence intensity of fluorophores due to Brownian 

motion is measured in the femtolitre-sized confocal volume. [171]  Freely diffusing 

fluorescent molecules can be distinguished from fluorophores inserted in membranes or 

encapsulated in nanoassemblies by a difference in their diffusion times. [172, 173] As the 

autocorrelation function analysis allows for an estimation of the hydrodynamic 

diameter of the fluorescent molecules/assemblies passing through the confocal volume, 

we used it to follow the nanoassemblies located inside GUVs. We placed the small 

confocal volume (about 300 nm x-y dimension and 1 m height) [171] inside the cavity 

of the GUV to precisely measure the presence, size and stimuli-responsiveness of the 

nanoassemblies serving as subcompartments (Figure 15B). Only unilamellar, stable and 

non-moving giant vesicles with a minimum diameter of 4 m were selected for FCS 

measurements. Smaller GUVs were not suitable, because the center of the vesicle was 

not distinguishable from the membrane and the confocal volume approaches the size of 

the aqueous inner compartment. As we precisely positioned the confocal volume inside 

the cavity of the GUVs, the removal of non-encapsulated nanoassemblies was not 

necessary for FCS measurements and was disregarded by the space precision (Figure 

15C). In addition, the concentration of the non-encapsulated nanoassemblies in the 

surrounding solution of the GUVs, after the dilution required for FCS measurements, 

was below the detection limit. NP-Graft diffused inside GUVs with a diffusion time of 

5257±1517 s (average count rate of 101 ± 9 kHz), while measurements performed 

outside of the GUVs did not yield an autocorrelation curve. Only background signal 

was detected (average count rate = 0.7 ± 0.5 kHz), confirming the encapsulation of 
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the subcompartments inside the cavity of GUVs and no non-encapsulated 

subcompartment were detectable in the surrounding GUV solution.  

 

Figure 16. Characterization of multicompartments. (A-E) Transmission electron micrograph and 
schematic illustration of nanoassemblies followed by schematic illustration of multicompartment (left 
column). FCS measurement in combination with CLSM mode of subcompartments inside giant vesicles 
(right column). For the FCS measurements: normalized autocorrelation curves are shown with symbols, 
corresponding fits as solid lines, measurements of the free dye in blue, the nanoassemblies inside giant 
vesicles in black, and the free nanostructures in solution in red (right column). (A) NP-Graft, (B) NP-
Control, (C) Ves5 (5%-Heparin vesicles), (D) Ves25 (25%-Heparin vesicles) and (E) M100 (100%-
Heparin micelles) loaded in giant vesicles. Scale bar, 200 nm for TEM and 5 m for CLSM images. (F) 
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Comparison of the hydrodynamic diameter determined from FCS measurements of nanostructures inside 
giant vesicles (black bars), in solution (red bars), and from DLS measurements of nanostructures in 
solution (yellow bars). Values are indicated as mean ± standard deviation.  

The dynamics of free or encapsulated nanoassemblies, the diffusion times of free dye 

and free nanoassemblies in solution were compared to those inside of multicompartment 

GUVs (Figure 16A-E). The autocorrelation curves of encapsulated nanoassemblies were 

similar to those of freely moving nanoassemblies in solution, as their diffusion times 

were preserved upon encapsulation. Consistently, the hydrodynamic diameters 

calculated for the nanoassemblies inside GUVs were comparable to those from DLS 

data obtained for the free nanoassemblies in solution (Figure 16F). This data agrees 

with the values reported previously. [167]  

 
Figure 17. Stability and loading efficiency of multicompartments determined with FCS measurements 
and CLSM mode. (A) Autocorrelation curve of freshly formed NP-Graft loaded in giant vesicle. Diffusion 
time = 4066±1265 s. (B) Autocorrelation curve of NP-Graft in giant vesicle 6 month after formation. 
Diffusion time = 3437±945.0 s. (C) NP-Graft loaded giant vesicles can be observed in over 95% of the 
samples and stay stable at least 48 h in the observation chamber. Number of particles: N > 0. Mean of 
40 giant vesicles per time point.  

The subcompartments freely diffused within the lumen of the GUVs and did not 

aggregate inside. In addition, the subcompartments remained intact within the GUVs 

and preserved their architecture at least six months (Figure 17A, B). We also estimated 
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the encapsulation efficiency by analyzing 40 giant vesicles in PBS with size >4 m. 

According to our FCS data, in 95% of measured giant vesicles, we found loaded NP-

Graft (Figure 17C). 

 Multicompartments with two different 

Subcompartments 

 

 

Figure 18.  Characterization of multicompartments formed by loading GUVs with two different 
nanoassemblies (reduction-sensitive nanoparticles and non-reduction sensitive heparin nanostructures). 
Schematic illustration of multicompartment followed by transmission electron micrograph of each 
nanoassembly (left column). FCS measurement in combination with CLSM mode to quantify 
subcompartments inside giant vesicles (right column). For the FCS measurements: normalized 
autocorrelation curves are shown with symbols, corresponding fits as solid lines, measurements of the 
free dye (OG488 in blue, Bodipy630/650 in light blue), the nanoassemblies inside giant vesicles (OG488 
loaded heparin nanostructure in black, Bodipy630 loaded NP-Graft in grey), and the free heparin 
nanostructures in solution (OG488 loaded heparin nanostructure in red, Bodipy630 loaded NP-Graft in 
light red) and Bodipy630 loaded NP-Graft in solution (light red),) (right column). NP-Graft was co-
loaded with (A) Ves5 (5%-Heparin vesicles), (B) Ves25 (25%-Heparin vesicles) and (C) M100 (100%-
Heparin micelles) in giant vesicles. Scale bar, 200 nm for TEM and 5 m for CLSM images.  

Next, we herein report the fabrication of a two-type responsive multicompartments, 

the evolution of our previously described multicompartments. [1] The membrane of the 

microscale polymer GUVs was formed from a mixture of PMOXA5-b-PDMS58-b-

PMOXA5 and PDMS65-b-heparin co-polymers and used to load two kinds of 

subcompartments, such as fluorescently labelled reduction sensitive nanoparticles (NP-
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Graft) and heparin-exposing nanostructures were simultaneously used as 

subcompartments of GUVs (Figure 18A-C). The heparin-nanostructures were 

composed of polymersomes formed from a mixture of PMOXA5-b-PDMS58-b-PMOXA5 

combined with 5% or 25% PDMS65-b-heparin (Ves5 and Ves25, respectively) and 

micelles resulting from pure PDMS65-b-heparin (M100), while NP-Graft was based on 

the graft copolymer PMOXA88-g(SS)-PCL238, whose disulfide bridge disconnects in a 

reductive environment, which disassembles the particles. The latter is thus the 

responsive subcompartment; NP-Graft can be loaded with several hydrophobic 

compounds (dyes, substrates, biopores). [1, 170] 

The two-type multicompartments were first characterized by in situ FCS assisted by 

CLSM to monitor the changes in diffusion time, corresponding size, and number of 

loaded subcompartments over time (Figure 18A-C, Table 4). Additionally, we loaded 

two polymersomes-based subcompartments (Ves5), each carrying a different 

fluorophore (Bodipy 630/650 and OG488), to visualize both the compartments at once, 

with CLSM (Figure 19). The results are in agreements to what was discussed above 

for the one-type multicompartment. [1] The non-encapsulated nanoassemblies are in low 

concentration and not detectable by FCS. We have demonstrated the robustness of our 

detection system, where the fluorescently labelled subcompartments can be tracked in 

situ.  

Table 4. Diffusion time and hydrodynamic diameter obtained from FCS measurements inside of two-
type multicompartments. Each NP-Graft was loaded with Bodipy630 and heparin nanostructures (Ves5, 
Ves25 or M100) were loaded with OG488 to distinguish both types of nanostructures within the same 
GUV. (Values are indicated as mean ± standard deviation; data for compartment in bold is given in 
table). 

Multicompartments  Diffusion time (ms)   Hydrodynamic 
diameter (nm) 

MC-(NP-Graft)+Ves5 5514 ± 1407 204 ± 52 
MC-NP-Graft+(Ves5) 5685 ± 1477 81 ± 21 
MC-(NP-Graft)+Ves25 3157 ± 2367 117 ± 88 
MC-NP-Graft+(Ves25) 5558 ± 1487 80 ± 21 
MC-(NP-Graft)+M100 3408 ± 1375 126 ± 51 
MC-NP-Graft+(M100) 3140 ± 931 45 ± 13 
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Figure 19. CLSM image of a two-type multicompartment with OG488 loaded Ves5 (top left, green) and 
Bodipy630/650 loaded Ves5 (top right, red), bright field (bottom left) and its merge (bottom right). 
Scale bars 5 μm. 

 Stimuli Responsiveness - Triggerable 

Multicompartments with Reduction-Sensitive Inner 

Subcompartments 

 
Figure 20.  Reduction responsiveness of multicompartments in absence of biopores or ion channel. (A, 
B) Resazurin loaded giant vesicles analyzed by CLSM. Plot profile of the fluorescence intensity along 
the diagonal of the image (left), CLSM image of resazurin filled giant vesicles (middle) and corresponding 
bright field image (right): (A) In the presence of 10 mM DTT after 2 h incubation and (B) in the absence 
of reducing agents after 2 h incubation. Scale bars, 5 m. 

In order to achieve stimuli-responsive multicompartments mimicking a simple signaling 

reaction as in cells, we encapsulated stimuli-responsive subcompartments (NP-Graft) 

inside GUVs with the aim of inducing their disassembly in the presence of a specific 

external stimulus.  
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First, we evaluated the controlled diffusion of reducing agents (external stimulus) 

through the polymer membrane of GUVs by encapsulating a reduction-sensitive 

fluorophore resazurin (RZ) as a reporter compound inside GUVs. RZ is converted into 

the fluorescent resorufin product under reducing conditions (Figure 20A, Figure 21A, 

B), while it is non-fluorescent in non-reducing environment (Figure 20B, Figure 21C). 

We added dithiothreitol (DTT) or glutathione (GSH) as reducing agents to the outside 

of RZ-loaded GUVs, at specific concentrations similar to the physiological 

concentration of GSH in the cell cytosol. [174, 175] The fluorescence intensity, associated 

with resorufin production, increased already 2 h after addition of DTT, indicating that 

the reductive agent diffused through the polymer membrane and converted RZ inside 

GUVs with and without the exposed heparin (Figure 21A, B). On the contrary, GSH 

showed no effect even after 72 h (Figure 21D), most probably due to its higher 

molecular weight and charged residues. [176] This behavior is in agreement with reports 

indicating that exogenous tripeptide GSH does not penetrate the cell membrane, 

whereas the reducing agent DTT can cross it, [176-179] highlighting a similarity between 

natural and synthetic polymer based membranes.  

 
Figure 21. Reduction responsiveness of resazurin loaded giant vesicles over time. CLSM image of 
resazurin filled giant vesicles (left) and corresponding bright field image (right): (A) In the presence of 
10 mM DTT, (B) in the presence of 10 mM DTT where no heparin moieties were present in the giant’s 
membrane, (C) in the absence of reducing agents, (D) in the presence of 10 mM GSH. Scale bars, 5 m. 
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We achieved the selective diffusion of DTT across the polymer membrane, otherwise 

impermeable to other molecules with higher molecular weight. We then encapsulated 

NP-Graft nanoparticles as subcompartments inside GUVs and studied the action of 

external DTT on their integrity when loaded with Bodipy630/650 as model molecule. 

Molecular brightness (counts per molecule) values obtained by FCS measurements were 

used to get an estimate for number of Bodipy630/650 per NP-Graft, which resulted in 

46 dye molecules per NP-Graft. 

 
Figure 22. Nanocompartments loaded in giant vesicles. The signaling cascade is illustrated by the 
schematic. The number of particles (N) in the confocal volume (blue bars) of NP-Graft in giant vesicles 
were studied by FCS with CLSM mode. Mean of 40 giant vesicles per time point were measured during 
a 48 h period in presence of 10 mM DTT. The FCS data of the reduction sensitive multicompartments 
was analyzed where the number of particles (N, blue bars) of NP-Graft encapsulated in giant vesicles 
were measured at following conditions over time: (A) in presence of 10 mM DTT (B) in presence of 10 
mM DTT with no heparin moieties in the giant’s membrane and (C) in presence of 10 mM GSH and (D) 
in absence of any reducing agents. As a control the FCS data of the non-reduction sensitive NP-Control 
in giants was acquired at the following conditions: (E) in presence of 10 mM DTT, (F) in presence of 10 
mM GSH and (G) in the absence of any reducing agents. Statistical comparison of the reduction 
responsive multicompartments (mean of 40 giant vesicles per time point) and its controls was performed 
using one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey's HSD test, p<0.05. Significant difference relative to time 
point at 0 min. 

Time-resolved FCS measurements performed inside GUVs revealed that addition of 

DTT to multicompartments induced a significant decrease in the number of 
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Bodipy630/650-loaded NP-Graft particles inside the observation volume to almost 0 

after 24 h incubation (average of 40 GUVs/time point, Figure 22A). The disulfide 

bonds that connect hydrophilic and hydrophobic polymers of NP-Graft were cleaved 

and induced the rupture of NP-Graft subcompartments. In addition, a significant 

decrease in the count rate was observed after 24 h incubation with 10 mM DTT (Figure 

23A, B).  

 
Figure 23. The FCS data of the reduction sensitive multicompartments were analyzed. Count rate (CR, 
brown bars) of NP-Graft encapsulated in giants were measured at following conditions over time: (A) 
in presence of 10 mM DTT, (B) in presence of 10 mM DTT with no heparin moieties in the giant’s 
membrane, (D) in presence of 10 mM GSH and (F) in the absence of any reducing agents. As a control 
the FCS data of the non-reduction sensitive NP-Control in giants were acquired at the following 
conditions: (C) in presence of 10 mM DTT, (E) in presence of 10 mM GSH and (G) in the absence of 
any reducing agents. Statistical comparison of the reduction responsive multicompartments (mean of 40 
giant vesicles per time point) and its controls was performed using one-way ANOVA followed by 
Tukey's HSD test, p<0.05. Significant difference relative to time point at 0 min. 

This decrease can be attributed to the migration of the hydrophobic Bodipy630/650 

towards the GUV’s membrane, once released upon disintegration of the NP-Graft. As 

expected, the nanoparticle disassembly was delayed when encapsulated within GUVs 

due to the additional barrier (GUV membrane). Indeed, in solution, the disassembly of 

NP-Graft nanoparticles and their content release was complete within 90 min, [170] 

whereas it took 24 h to reach 90% for NP-Graft as subcompartments within GUVs. 
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More specifically, in an average GUV volume of 1112 ± 407 m3, the average 

nanoparticle number of 4082 ± 1051 initially encapsulated dropped to 80 ± 23 after 48 

h in presence of DTT (Figure 24A). The triggered structural change of these 

subcompartments was successfully observed in individual GUVs by FCS. The presence 

of negatively charged heparin molecules on the polymer membrane did not impact the 

cleavage of the disulfide bonds of the NP-Graft inside the multicompartment system 

(Figure 22B, Figure 23B). When no reducing agent was added, NP-Graft 

subcompartments preserved their integrity inside GUVs (Figure 22D, Figure 23F). All 

experiments were performed at room temperature and studied over 48 h in presence 

and absence of DTT.  

 
Figure 24. Estimation of the total number of particles in the GUVs in presence of DTT over time and 
the GUV size distribution. (A) The number of particles in giant vesicles (grey bars) was compared to 
the diameter of giant vesicles (red dots). Some standard deviations are too small to be distinguished 
from the symbol. (Values are mean ± standard deviation). (B) Histogram of the size distribution of 
Bodipy630/650 loaded NP-Graft in GUVs before addition of DTT selected for FCS measurements (N=40 
GUVs). (C) Histogram of the size distribution of Bodipy630/650 loaded NP-Graft in GUVs before 
addition of DTT (N=400 GUVs) representing polydispersity of GUVs formed by film rehydration.  
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According to the histogram the size distribution of the NP-Graft loaded GUVs used 

for FCS measurements before addition of DTT was between 7 and 33 m (N= 40 

GUVs, Figure 24B). In general, the simple and rapid formation of multicompartments 

via gentle film rehydration method provided a polydisperse mixture of sizes in the range 

between 2 to 40 m (N= 400 NP-Graft-loaded GUVs, Figure 24C). Only GUVs with 

sizes above 4 m, where the aqueous core can clearly be distinguished from the 

membrane, were chosen for FCS and CLSM analysis of the functionality of the 

assemblies. If a better control of the size distribution is needed, one can use a patterned 

surface for film rehydration [180] or transfer the system to a microfluidics-based 

formation method. [181, 182] As expected, GSH had no observable effect on encapsulated 

NP-Graft (Figure 23D, Figure 22C). No GUV swelling was observed after DTT 

addition, excluding a dilution effect (Figure 24A). 

 

Figure 25.  Characterization of the selective reduction sensitiveness of multicompartments loaded with 
two different subcompartments (reduction-sensitive nanoparticles (NPGraft) and non-responsive 
polymer vesicles (Ves)). Schematic illustration of multicompartment before and after addition of stimulus 
(DTT). The diffusion times and number of particles (average in confocal volume) in the GUV show that 
in presence of DTT (grey) only the reduction sensitive NP-Graft disassembled, while the non-responsive 
subcompartments (Ves) stayed intact. In absence of DTT, both subcompartments were stable (black) 
(N=3 GUVs before and after DTT per channel). For the FCS measurements: normalized autocorrelation 
curves are shown with symbols, corresponding fits as solid lines, measurements of the free dye in blue 
(Bodipy630/650 or OG488), particles in GUV in absence of DTT (black) and after addition of DTT 
(red), incubation times 24 h. 

 
As NP-Control nanoparticles were not stimuli-responsive, they were not affected by 

the presence of the reducing agent, and the multicompartments remained intact (Figure 

23C, E, G and Figure 22E-G). Therefore, the disassembly of the encapsulated NP-
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Graft nanoparticles proceeded via cleavage of disulfide bonds between PMOXA 

domains and PCL blocks upon addition of DTT as signaling molecule from the 

surrounding environment of the GUVs. When the subcompartments are non-responsive 

or the external stimulus is not present in the lumen, the multicompartments preserve 

their architecture and remain in a “silent mode” for several months (Figure 17).  

 

Then we moved on to selectively release cargo from a subcompartment (NP-Graft) in 

the presence of a specific external stimulus i.e. the membrane-permeating DTT, while 

the other subcompartment (Ves5) should stay intact (Figure 25). In absence of the 

external stimulus, both the subcompartments remained intact inside the lumen of the 

GUV, confirmed by the FCS measurements. After a 24 h incubation time with DTT, 

the reduction sensitive NP-Graft disassembled via disulfide bond cleavage as seen by 

the disappearance of the correlation curve and hence a drop in the number of particles 

in the confocal volume inside the GUV from 3.0±2.9 to background levels. The non-

responsive subcompartments preserved their architecture (Figure 25) confirming that 

the selective disassembly of only one subcompartment was successful. This set the basis 

for using this hierarchical assembly to create simple polymeric protocells with two 

subcompartments that act as artificial organelles performing cascade reactions 

triggered via an external signal. 

3.3. Conclusion  
The results presented in this chapter clearly indicate that various types of 

multicompartments, via encapsulation of dye-loaded subcompartments in giant 

polymer vesicles, were successfully formed using a gentle self-assembly procedure (film 

rehydration). The membrane of the GUV (11 nm membrane thickness) was shown to 

be permeable for DTT, while molecules with higher molecular weight, such as GSH did 

not permeate through the membrane. We decorated the membrane with the model 
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receptor molecule heparin that interacted with a ligand model (protamine). To study 

the permeability of the membrane towards reducing agents, we loaded the GUVs with 

resazurin. The fluorescence intensity, associated with resorufin production, increased 

already 2 h after addition with DTT, while GSH showed no effect even after 72 h. This 

allowed to use DTT as an externally added stimulus to selectively induce the release 

of cargo from the reduction sensitive subcompartments NP-Graft. For detailed FCS 

measurements performed directly inside the GUV lumen, we could conclude that 

encapsulated NP-Graft nanoparticles successfully disassembled – proceeding via 

cleavage of disulfide bonds between PMOXA domains and PCL blocks – upon addition 

of DTT as signaling molecule from the surrounding environment of the GUVs. Our 

multicompartments were generated in high yields (95% of the giant polymersomes were 

loaded with polymeric subcompartments). For the two-type multicompartments, we 

successfully co-loaded the reduction sensitive nanoparticles with non-sensitive 

subcompartments within a single GUV. Thereby, we could selectively release the cargo 

from one type of subcompartments, while the other stayed intact as observed by in 

situ FCS. The multicompartment systems preserve their architecture for several 

months when no external stimulus is present, highlighting suitability to progress 

towards future applications as cell mimics, biosensors and in vivo diagnostics. 
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4. Enzymatic Activity via 
Triggerable Multicompartments  

 

In this chapter, we introduce triggered release of an enzymatic substrate (DGGR) from 
an internal subcompartment upon arrival of an external stimulus (DTT) across the 
outside membrane of the multicompartments. This signal disassembled the 
subcompartments and the liberated substrate recombined with its enzyme (lipase) to 
form the fluorescent product methylresorufin. The enzymatic cascade reaction was 
studied in a one-type and a two-type responsive multicompartment system in isolated 
reaction steps. 
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4.1. Introduction  
Subcellular compartmentalization of cells, a defining characteristic of eukaryotes, is 

fundamental for the fine tuning of internal processes and the responding to external 

stimuli. [2] Cellular organelles can achieve highest efficiency, where optimal conditions 

can be created within each compartment, to allow the simultaneous regulation of 

various cascade reactions. [11] Reproducing and controlling such compartmentalized 

hierarchical organization, responsiveness and communication is important for 

understanding biological systems and applying them to smart materials. [183] 

Herein, a cellular signal transduction strategy (triggered release from 

subcompartments) was leveraged to develop responsive, purely artificial, polymeric 

multicompartment assemblies. Incorporation of responsive nanoparticles [170] – loaded 

with enzymatic substrate – as subcompartments inside micrometer-sized polymeric 

vesicles (polymersomes) allowed to conduct us bioinspired enzymatic signaling 

cascades. Signal triggered activity of an enzymatic reaction was demonstrated in 

multicompartments through recombination of compartmentalized substrate and 

enzyme. To mimic cellular functions, a substrate was segregated into separate inner 

compartment of the NP-Graft and entrapped the enzyme into the giant polymersome 

membrane due to its hydrophobicity. To demonstrate the proof of concept, we selected 

a common enzymatic reaction using a hydrophobic fluorogenic substrate (DGGR). The 

substrate was released from the reduction sensitive NP-Graft inside the GUV. The 

hydrophobic model enzyme lipase in the giant polymersome subsequently catalyzed the 

production of the fluorophore methyl-resorufin only when triggering NP-Graft 

disassembly and substrate release via an externally added signal (DTT). 
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4.2. Results and Discussion 

 Triggered Enzymatic Reactions in 

Multicompartments 

 
Figure 26.  Compartmentalization of enzyme reaction. (A) Schematic representation of signaling pathway 
resulting in lipase activity. The DGGR loaded NP-Graft and lipase were co-encapsulated in the giant 
vesicles. The substrate was released in presence of DTT and was transformed by lipase to form the 
fluorescent product (methylresorufin) which preferentially associated with the giant vesicle membrane. 
(B) CLSM imaging of DGGR loaded NP-Graft and lipase loaded giant vesicles in absence (left) and 
presence of DTT (right). Histogram along diagonal of fluorescence image (top), fluorescence image 
(middle) and bright field image (bottom). Scale bars, 5 m. 

In order to increase the complexity of the stimuli-responsive multicompartments and 

trigger a desired reaction, we co-encapsulated enzymes and NP-Graft nanoparticles 

loaded with their corresponding substrates within GUVs. We then controlled the 

triggered subcompartment’s destruction by applying an external signal to switch on 

the enzymatic reaction. The straightforward production and the mild conditions for 

the formation of GUVs make them compatible with biomolecules thus allowing us to 

encapsulate enzymes.  
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We used as a model enzyme, pancreatic lipase, which is hydrophobic, and therefore 

expected to be entrapped in the GUV’s membrane. To achieve a controlled and 

responsive multicompartment, the fluorogenic lipase substrate 1,2-Di-O-lauryl-rac-

glycero-3-(glutaric acid 6-methylresorufin ester) (DGGR) [184] was first incorporated in 

the NP-Graft to segregate it from the enzyme when they were co-loaded inside GUVs 

(Figure 26A). When the reducing agent is added to the exterior medium a three-step 

pathway is hypothesized to provide the functionality: 1) DTT penetrates inside GUVs, 

2) it induces the disintegration of the NP-Graft and the release of DGGR, and 3) the 

substrate is free to participate in the enzymatic reaction.  

 
Figure 27.  Enzymatic reactions in solutions (PBS and sucrose). In PBS: Lipase mixed with DGGR 
loaded NP-Graft and DTT (black), Lipase and DGGR loaded NP-Graft alone (red), DGGR loaded NP-
Graft and DTT alone (pink); Lipase, DGGR loaded NP-Graft, DTT and lipase inhibitor Orlistat (blue). 
In sucrose: Lipase mixed with DGGR loaded NP-Graft and DTT (dark green); DGGR loaded NP-Graft 
and DTT alone (light green). Error bars are given as mean ± standard deviation (n = 3), and in some 
cases, bars are smaller than the corresponding dot. Ex/Em 529/600 nm.  

In solution, when lipase, DGGR loaded NP-Graft and DTT were mixed, a significant 

increase of fluorescence associated with product formation was observed (Figure 27). 

This indicates that the substrate entrapped inside NP-Graft was released in the 

presence of DTT to finally form the fluorescent product by the subsequent lipase 

activity. When only DGGR loaded NP-Graft and lipase were mixed in solution, no 

fluorescence signal was detected indicating that the enzyme and its substrate are 
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completely separated. As a control, DGGR loaded NP-Graft and DTT mixture in 

absence of lipase, led to a minimal increase of fluorescence in PBS and 300 mM sucrose. 

In presence of the lipase inhibitor Orlistat, lipase was completely inhibited and yielded 

no product.  

Next, we encapsulated DGGR loaded NP-Graft nanoparticles and lipase within GUVs 

to obtain multicompartments. The absence of fluorescence after assembly of the 

multicompartments indicated successful compartmentalization of the substrate with no 

contact with the enzyme (Figure 26B, Figure 28B). Upon addition of DTT to the 

GUVs’ environment, the increase in the fluorescent signal associated with the product 

(methylresorufin) confirms the enzyme activity triggered by the release of the substrate 

from the sacrificial nanoparticles, as observed by CLSM (Figure 26B, Figure 28A).  

 
Figure 28.  Compartmentalization of enzyme reaction. Fluorescence image (left) and bright field image 
(right) of the DGGR loaded NP-Graft and lipase loaded giant vesicles (A) in presence of DTT after 24 
h of incubation. (B) In absence of DTT after 24 h of incubation. Orlistat (lipase inhibitor) was added 
to the external solution to inactivate free lipase. Scale bars, 5 μm.  

In 83% of GUVs, methylresorufin tended to partition into the membrane (red ring) 

(Figure 29). As lipases are known to typically work at the interphase between 

hydrophobic and hydrophilic environments, methylresorufin was produced close to the 

outer membrane. In 12% of the vesicles, the membrane and the lumen showed 

fluorescence (red vesicle), indicating that a fraction of the substrate was activated by 

lipase and tended to stick to the NP-Graft debris. The remaining 5% of 

multicompartments showed no fluorescence. Note that any free, non-encapsulated 
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lipase in the surroundings of the GUVs was inhibited by adding Orlistat to the solution 

to avoid bias of reactions outside the vesicles. Therefore, no further purification was 

necessary. Outer membrane of GUVs with incorporated DGGR loaded NP-Graft and 

lipase remained stable in presence of DTT after 24 h incubation with a size distribution 

between 6 and 22 m for measured GUVs (N= 40 GUVs, Figure 29E).  

 
Figure 29.  Efficiency of the compartmentalization of enzyme reaction in presence of 10 mM DTT after 
24 h incubation time and corresponding GUV size distribution. (A-C) Plot profile of the fluorescence 
intensity along the diagonal of the image (left), CLSM image of lipase and DGGR loaded NP-Graft in 
giant vesicles (middle) and corresponding bright field image (right), indicating: (A) production of 
methylresorufin adsorbed to the polymer membrane (83%), (B) production of methylresorufin in the 
cavity of the giant vesicle (12%) and (C) remaining empty (5%, no fluorescence). (D) Histogram of 
efficiency of DGGR loaded NP-Graft in giant vesicles. (E) Histogram of size distribution of measured 
DGGR loaded NP-Graft and lipase in GUVs in presence of DTT after 24 h incubation (N=40 GUVs). 
Scale bars, 5 μm. 

An enzymatic reaction inside multicompartments was successfully triggered via a 

cascade involving DTT that induced a change in the internal architecture and release 

of the DGGR substrate to encounter the encapsulated lipase. Here we used an enzyme 

that exhibits its highest catalytic activity at the interface between the hydrophobic 

membrane of the GUV and hydrophilic content; in general, this type of 

multicompartment could be used as a tool to study reaction kinetics of hydrophobic 

enzymes that otherwise would be difficult to study in solution.  
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 Compartmentalized Enzymatic Reactions using Two 

Internal Subcompartments 

 
Figure 30.  Triggered enzyme activity and ion channel recruitment using two different internal 
subcompartments within GUVs. Schematic representation of enzymatic reaction (top) using substrate 
(DGGR) loaded NP-Graft and enzyme (lipase) adsorbed polymersomes (LipVes) co-loaded into GUVs 
with corresponding TEM images of subcompartments. Substrate was released from NP-Graft in presence 
of DTT and transformed into the fluorescent product (methylresorufin). CLSM imaging of DGGR loaded 
NP-Graft and LipVes in GUVs in absence (left) and presence (right) of DTT. Histogram along diagonal 
of fluorescence image (top), fluorescence image (middle) and bright field image (bottom). Scale bars, 5 
μm.  

The responsive multicompartments were further upgraded by spatially segregating 

lipase from its substrate in two distinct subcompartments, for the two-type system. 

Upon arrival of a signal from the external medium, the enzymatic reaction should be 

triggered by recombining substrate – release from stimuli-responsive substrate-

containing subcompartment – with enzymes of secondary subcompartment (artificial 
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organelles). The lipase substrate DGGR was incorporate in the NP-Graft as described 

for the two-type multicompartment (Figure 30, Figure 31, Figure 32).  

  
Figure 31.  Compartmentalization of enzyme reaction via two different internal subcompartments. 
Fluorescence image (left), bright field image (middle) and merge (right) of the DGGR loaded NP-Graft 
and lipase adsorbed polymersomes (LipVes) co-loaded giant vesicles (A) in absence and (B) in presence 
of DTT after 24 h of incubation. Orlistat (lipase inhibitor) was added to the external solution to 
inactivate unloaded LipVes. Scale bars, 5 μm.  

 
Figure 32.  Enzymatic reactions in 300 mM sucrose. Lipase adsorbed on vesicle (LipVes) and DGGR 
loaded NP-Graft in solution in presence (black) and in absence (red) of DTT. Error bars are given as 
mean ± SD (n = 3). Ex/Em 529/600 nm. 
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For the secondary artificial organelle, we adsorbed the enzyme lipase on nanoscale 

polymersomes (LipVes). We first formed the nanoscale polymersomes and then added 

lipase that adsorbed to the hydrophobic membrane, followed by purification via size 

exclusion. For the secondary artificial organelle, we adsorbed the enzyme lipase on 

nanoscale polymersomes (LipVes), with an adsorption efficiency of 73%. Both artificial 

subcompartments were co-loaded into our polymer GUVs during the rehydration 

procedure. No fluorescence was observed in a non-reductive environment thanks to 

spatial segregation of substrate and enzyme in the two subcompartments. Upon 

addition of the signaling molecule DTT to the GUVs, enzymatic substrate (DGGR) 

was released from the signal-responsive artificial organelle (NP-Graft) to interact with 

the enzyme on the secondary artificial organelle (LipVes) and form the fluorescent 

product (methylresorufin). The triggered enzyme activity was achieved in 90% of GUVs 

(size distribution between 4 and 29 m, N= 40 GUVs) where methylresorufin either 

partitioned on the GUVs membrane or stuck on the remaining subcompartments in 

the lumen, while 10 % of the GUVs showed no fluorescence (Figure 33). Any non-

encapsulated LipVes were inactivated by using Orlistat, a lipase inhibitor in the outside 

solution. In conclusion, the lipase reaction inside the two-type multicompartments was 

successfully triggered by an external signal that induced a change in the internal 

architecture  to initiate the formation of the fluorescent product.  
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Figure 33.  Efficiency of the compartmentalization of enzyme reaction in presence of 10 mM DTT after 
24 h incubation time and corresponding GUV size distribution. (A-C) CLSM image of lipase adsorbed 
polymersomes (LipVes) and DGGR loaded NP-Graft co-loaded in giant vesicles (left), corresponding 
bright field image (middle) and merge (right), indicating: (A) production of methylresorufin adsorbed 
to the polymer membrane (55%), (B) production of methylresorufin  

4.3. Conclusion 
The experimental results in this chapter clearly reveal that a stimulus triggered 

enzymatic reaction can be performed within polymeric GUVs formed by film 

rehydration technique. We can conclude, that an enzymatic reaction inside 

multicompartments was successfully triggered via a cascade involving an external signal 

that induced a change in the internal architecture (sacrificial subcompartments) and 

accompanied release of the substrate allowing it to encounter the encapsulated 

enzymes. The reaction only took place when the stimuli (DTT) was present, otherwise 

the spatial segregation of substrate away from enzyme remained intact. Due to the 

fluorescent property of the product, CLSM imaging revealed that the triggered 

enzymatic reaction was achieved in 95% for one-type multicompartments and in 90% 

of two-type multicompartments. In future studies, the combination of hydrophobic and 

hydrophilic enzymes can be used within the multicompartmental system to analyze 

more complex sequential biological reactions.  
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5. Ion Channel Recruitment in 
Triggerable Multicompartments 

 

Here, a signal transduction cascade including the combination of a primary signal 

(presence of stimulus in the environment of multicompartments) with a secondary one 

(induced ion flow to/from the environment) is represented as a straightforward model 

of ion channel recruitment from internal subcompartments to the membrane upon 

signaling. This is a process naturally occurring in neuronal cells that can recruit ion 

channels from endosomes to the cell membrane when needed.  
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5.1. Introduction  
Triggered recruitment of cellular receptors, transporters and ion channels from internal 

compartments (early endosomes or recycling endosomes) to the cell membrane and vice 

versa is important to control and fine-tune cellular signaling, as has been described for 

neurons[185, 186] and cardiac muscle cells. [187, 188] Successful functional insertion of ion 

channels (biopores) and membrane proteins into artificial polymer membrane allows 

induction of membrane permeability owing to the channel’s intrinsic functionality. [189] 

In here, a two-step signaling cascade was achieved by triggering the recruitment of ion 

channels from inner subcompartments to the giant vesicle membrane, inducing ion 

permeability, mimicking endosome-mediated insertion of internally stored channels. A 

triggered insertion of the ion channel from the inside introduced permeability of the 

outer membrane to ions, which mimics a natural process of signal-triggered ion channel 

recruitment from inner compartments. This inside-out incorporation of ion 

permeability to the outer membrane can be utilized in both ways, to release a secondary 

messenger to the environment (outflux of encapsulated ions) or let a secondary signal 

in (influx of ions). Our setup allows a precise temporal control over spatially confined 

components, demonstrating that responsive multicompartment systems open up vast 

design options for various applications in fields such as catalysis and biomedicine. 
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5.2. Results and Discussion 

 Triggered Ion Efflux via Compartmentalized Giant 

Polymersome  

 

Figure 34.  Schematic representation (top) of gA mediated efflux of sodium ions from the GUV cavity. 
DTT induced gA permeabilization of the GUV membrane, allows sodium ions in the interior to exit the 
vesicle and activate the ANG2 in the surrounding environment of the multicompartment. Bright field 
image (left), fluorescence image (middle) and histogram along the diagonal of fluorescence image (right) 
in presence (middle) and absence (bottom) of DTT. Scale bars, 5 m. 

Moving a step further in the development of our stimuli-responsive multicompartment 

system, we aimed to induce selective membrane permeabilization, for signaling 

purposes, by recruiting ion channels from internal subcompartments to the GUV 

membrane. Dynamic ion channel recruitment to the cell membrane, to modulate 

permeability, was for example demonstrated in neurons. Endosomal compartments are 

involved in these processes of reducing or increasing the number of these specific 

membrane proteins by endocytosis and exocytosis, respectively. [185] As a suitable model, 

we chose to study the induced passage of monovalent cations through the GUV 

membrane when mediated by a recruited biopore, the peptide ion channel gramicidin A 
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(gA). [94] The gA ion channel is pre-entrapped in NP-Graft, the primary signal (DTT) 

comes from the environment, while the secondary signals (sodium ions) are 

subsequently released from the inner cavity of the GUVs to induce a change in the 

external medium (Figure 34, Figure 35, Figure 36). In this respect, we entrapped gA 

loaded NP-Graft together with sodium ions (PBS) in the GUV lumen, while Asante 

Natrium Green2 (ANG2) dye was added to the multicompartments’ environment, in a 

sodium-free buffer. When DTT was added from the outside, it induced the gA 

recruitment from the subcompartments and incorporation into the GUV membrane. 

This resulted in the diffusion of encapsulated sodium ions from the interior of the 

multicompartments to their exterior where the sodium sensitive dye ANG2 was 

activated. As expected, the sequence did not occur in the absence of DTT. The 

triggered recruitment and functional insertion of gA into the membrane of the 

multicompartments via responsive sacrificial subcompartments showed that we were 

able to successfully introduce a sequential signaling pathway into our 

multicompartments. The induced reconstitution of gA allowed the passage of the stored 

sodium ions “on demand” from the GUV lumen to the surrounding solution, where the 

sodium sensitive dye ANG2 was activated.  

 
Figure 35.  gA-mediated export of sodium ions from the vesicle cavity for sodium ion export. (A) Sodium 
sensitive dye ANG2 activated in presence of DTT for 24 h. (B) In absence of DTT after incubation of 
24 h. Scale bars, 5 μm. 
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 Triggered Gramicidin Reconstitution for Ion Influx  

 

Figure 36.  Triggered gramicidin ion channel recruitment from internal subcompartments to the polymer 
membrane of a multicompartment using CLSM imaging. Schematic representation (top) of gA mediated 
import of sodium ions. Upon the addition of DTT, encapsulated gA is released from its NP-Graft and 
inserts into the GUV membrane boundary. This allows sodium ions from the outside to enter the GUV 
cavity where they activate the sodium sensitive dye ANG2. Bright field image (left), fluorescence image 
(middle) and histogram along the diagonal of fluorescence image (right) in presence (middle) and absence 
(bottom) of DTT.  

We then changed the arrangement by inverting the location of the signals in relation 

to the architecture of the multicompartments, where the signaling pathway from the 

surrounding environment of multicompartments is based on a primary signal (DTT), 

inducing a secondary signal (sodium ion flow through the GUV membrane). To achieve 

this sequence of controlled signals, we first encapsulated gA loaded NP-Graft as 

subcompartments within GUVs in combination with a sodium sensitive dye ANG2 

(Figure 36, Figure 37).  
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Figure 37.  Triggered gramicidin pore assembly in the polymer membrane of a multicompartment to 
import sodium ions. (A) Sodium sensitive dye ANG2 activated in presence of DTT after 24 h. (B) In 
absence of DTT after incubation of 24 h. Scale bars, 5 μm. 

Upon addition of DTT as the first signal, NP-Graft nanoparticles disintegrated and 

released gA that inserted into the GUV membrane due to its hydrophobicity. gA 

insertion into GUVs’ membrane allowed an influx of Na+ ions from the environment 

into the GUVs cavity followed by activation of the Na+ sensitive dye. 

  
Figure 38.  Efficiency of the compartmentalized gA reconstitution into the polymer membrane to import 
sodium ions in presence of 10 mM DTT after 24 h incubation time and corresponding size distribution. 
(A-B) Plot profile of the fluorescence intensity along the diagonal of the image (left), CLSM image of 
gA loaded NP-Graft in giant vesicles (middle) and corresponding bright field image (right), indicating: 
(A) activation of ANG2 by sodium ions (85%, fluorescence) and (B) remain empty (15%, no 
fluorescence). (C) Histogram of efficiency of gA loaded NP-Graft and ANG2 in giant vesicles in presence 
of DTT. (D) Histogram of size distribution of measured gA loaded NP-Graft and ANG2 in GUVs in 
presence of DTT after 24 h incubation (N=40 GUVs). Scale bars, 5 μm.  
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Overall, 85% of multicompartments were functional and induced the recruitment of 

biopores into the polymer membranes, as indicated by dye activation (Figure 38). In 

around 15% of multicompartments, no fluorescence was detected, most probably due 

to an insufficient loading of gA inside NP-Graft, ANG2 or NP-Graft inside GUVs or a 

combination thereof. According to CLSM images, gA loaded NP-Graft and ANG2 in 

GUVs used for FCS measurements in presence of DTT after 24 h incubation preserved 

the outer membrane (GUV) with a size distribution between 7 and 22 m (N = 40 

GUVs, Figure 38D).  

 
Figure 39.  Fluorescence intensity of ANG2 dye in solution. ANG2 in 300 mM sucrose (black), in presence 
of 10 mM DTT (blue) and in presence of sodium ions (PBS, red). Ex/Em 525/545 nm.  

In the absence of the reducing agent DTT, the ion channels remained entrapped inside 

subcompartments and the multicompartments remained impermeable to Na+ ions: no 

increase in fluorescence was detected since there was no activation of ANG2. The dye 

ANG2 is activated only in presence of sodium ions (PBS) (Figure 39), while in sucrose 

solution or in HEPES buffer with 10 mM DTT, it remains non-fluorescent. As a control, 

when NP-Graft nanoparticles without cargo (EmptyNP) were used, the ANG2 dye was 

not activated inside the GUVs in presence and absence of reducing agent (Figure 40) 

due to their impermeability towards sodium ions without ion channel insertion. 

Accordingly, the use of sacrificial subcompartments loaded with desired molecules 

inside multicompartments represent an elegant manner to provide conditions for 

sequential signaling pathways. 
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Figure 40.  Impermeability of GUVs for sodium ions when loading EmptyNPs (NP-Graft without cargo). 
Plot profile of the fluorescence intensity along the diagonal of the image (left), CLSM image of EmptyNP 
loaded in giant vesicles (middle) and corresponding bright field image (right), indicating: (A) EmptyNP 
and ANG2 in PBS in absence of any reducing agents after 24 h incubation (B) EmptyNP and ANG2 in 
PBS with 10 mM DTT after 24 h incubation. (C) EmptyNP and ANG2 in HEPES with 10mM DTT 
after 24 h incubation. Scale bars, 5 μm.  
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 Ion Channel Recruitment using Two Internal 

Subcompartments 

 
Figure 41. Schematic representation (top) of gA mediated release of sodium ions from subcompartments. 
Upon the addition of DTT, encapsulated gA is released from its NP-Graft and inserts into the membrane 
boundary of the polymersomes. This allows sodium ions exit the nanosized vesicle cavity where they 
activate the sodium sensitive dye ANG2 in lumen of the GUV. CLSM imaging of gA loaded NP-Graft, 
sodium encapsulated polymersomes (Na+Ves) and ANG2 co-loaded in GUVs in absence (left) and 
presence (right) of DTT. Histogram along diagonal of fluorescence image (top), fluorescence image 
(middle) and bright field image (bottom). The samples were incubated for 24 h. Scale bars, 5 m. 

We further developed another two-type multicompartments that, upon the reducing 

stimulus, transfers ion channels from one type of artificial organelles (NP-Graft) to 

secondary membranous artificial organelles (Na+Ves), hence permeabilizing those to 

allow the passage of monovalent cations. For the on-demand release of sodium ions 

from the secondary subcompartment (Na+Ves), we co-loaded them in GUVs together 

with primary subcompartment (NP-Grafts) containing ion channel gA. The triggered 

recruitment of gA from the NP-Graft to the Na+Ves, following the release of gA from 

the NP-Graft, was again achieved via the externally added signaling molecule DTT 

(Figure 41, Figure 42).  
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Figure 42.  Triggered gramicidin pore recruitment in the polymer membrane of a multicompartment to 
import sodium ions. Fluorescence image (left), bright field image (middle) and merge (right) of the gA 
loaded NP-Graft, sodium loaded polymersomes (Na+Ves) and ANG2 co-loaded giant vesicles (A) in 
absence of DTT and (B) in presence of DTT after 24 h of incubation. Scale bars, 5 μm. 

With gA incorporated into the hydrophobic part of the membrane of the Na+Ves, the 

sodium ions flowed from this subcompartment into the GUV lumen, and there, 

activated the sodium sensitive dye ANG2. We observed the increase of ANG2 

fluorescence within the GUV that had a size distribution between 6 and 43 m (N = 

40 GUVs, Figure 43). 73% of multicompartments were functional and induced the dye 

activation via two internal types of artificial organelles within the GUVs. No 

fluorescence was detected in the remaining 27%, probably due to insufficient loading 

of gA in NP-Graft, sodium ion in the Na+Ves, ANG2 into the GUVs, or a combination 

thereof (Figure 43). As expected, the recruitment sequence did not occur in the absence 

of the stimuli, showing no fluorescence. Our system was capable of triggering the 

recruitment of an ion channel from one subcompartment to another to derive the flux 

of ions from the secondary subcompartment, mimicking the flux of ions across organelles 

that is involved in several cell processes, such as signal transduction. [190]  
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Figure 43. Efficiency of the compartmentalized gA reconstitution into the polymer membrane to import 
sodium ions in presence of 10 mM DTT after 24 h incubation and corresponding size distribution. (A-
B) Plot profile of the fluorescence intensity along the diagonal of the image (left), CLSM image of gA 
loaded NP-Graft and sodium loaded polymersomes (Na+Ves) in giant vesicles (middle) and 
corresponding bright field image and merge (right), indicating: (A) remain empty (27%, no fluorescence) 
and (B) activation of ANG2 by sodium ions (73%, fluorescence). (C) Histogram of efficiency of gA 
loaded NP-Graft and ANG2 in giant vesicles in presence of DTT. (D) Histogram of size distribution of 
measured gA loaded NP-Graft, sodium loaded polymersomes (Na+Ves) and ANG2 in GUVs in presence 
of DTT after 24 h incubation (N=40 GUVs). Scale bars, 5 μm. 

5.3. Conclusion 
This chapter presents a new methodology to insert ion channels into giant polymer 

vesicle membranes. We encapsulated the ion channel gA into the reduction sensitive 

NP-Graft and used them as subcompartments of a multicompartment assembly. Upon 

stimuli (DTT) addition to the external medium, the pores were released from their 

compartment and due to hydrophobic forces, they inserted into the hydrophobic part 

of the outer polymeric GUV membrane. The activation of the sodium sensitive dye 

ANG2 in the exterior surrounding medium of GUVs revealed the induced export of 
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sodium ions from the GUVs using this strategy. In another set of experiments, we 

studied the vice versa scenario, the induced influx of ions from the surrounding solution 

of GUV upon addition of the signal (DTT). Due to the inside-out recruitment of ion 

channels to the GUV membrane, ions flowed through the inserted pores which lead to 

the activation of ANG2 inside the GUV. In the final set-up, we studied induced 

subcompartment communication via ion channel recruitment from one internal 

subcompartment to another. We observed that the ion channels were successfully 

released from NP-Graft and gA then transferred to sodium ions loaded polymersomes 

(Na+Ves). The permeabilization of Na+Ves then led to the efflux of ions from these 

subcompartments and the ANG2 in the GUV cavity was activated. We showed that 

the ion channel recruitment was only induced in presence of the stimuli, and the 

multicompartment stayed in a silent mode in absence of the stimuli. The triggered 

recruitment and functional insertion of gA into the membrane of the 

multicompartments via responsive sacrificial subcompartments and release of sodium 

ions from non-responsive subcompartments demonstrates that we were able to 

successfully introduce a sequential signaling pathway into our one and two-type 

multicompartments. For proof of concept, we studied the recruitment of gA and the 

passage of Na+ ions. The induced reconstitution of gA allowed the passage of sodium 

ions “on demand”, either from outside or vice versa. Other appropriate ions can be 

tested with this system and in the future studies, other pores/channels can be loaded 

into NP-Graft to study the triggered permeabilization of the outer membrane to other 

ions or molecules. 
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6. Cytoskeleton Mimic in 
Multicompartments 

 

Here, the formation of a cytoskeletal actin network within a cell-sized polymeric vesicles 

is demonstrated. Actin polymerization was induced within polymeric GUVs due to ion 

influx after biopore recruitment from the environment or internal subcompartments 

into the GUV membrane to change the interior characteristics within the polymer 

vesicles.  
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6.1. Introduction  
Combinations of different functionalities with high spatiotemporal control remain 

challenging through bottom-up assembly of synthetic and biological components. A key 

task in moving towards the creation of artificial cells is the incorporation of a 

cytoskeleton mimic. In nature, cell mobility, shape, cell division and intracellular 

transport are all dependent on the dynamic assembly/disassembly of cytoskeletal 

components (e.g. actin) in combination with the action of motor proteins (e.g. myosin). 

[191] Reproduction of such a complex system that allows reproducing mobility, division 

and transport using manmade autonomous artificial cells seems achievable, but many 

hurdles. [61] With respect to cytoskeleton components inside artificial assemblies, actin 

polymerization has mainly been studied using giant liposomes to observe membrane 

transformations that underly cell motility. [62] Unfortunately, liposomes are very 

unstable and generally not compatible with physiological salt, especially when proteins 

are encapsulated. [192] 

Herein, a complex multi-component protocell is presented that forms a cytoskeleton 

within a polymeric GUV using a minimal set of biological cytoskeleton components 

(purified actin proteins). The addition of an actin monomers yielded triggerable 

formation of an internal cytoskeletal network (actin polymerization) via channel 

forming ionophore  recruitment from the environment or internal subcompartments. 

We show that the subcompartments can be activated selectively to kick start ionophore 

recruitment, and subsequently that actin network formation can be triggered within a 

polymeric GUV. We studied the change in viscosity before and after actin 

polymerization in a two-type multicompartment system. Our demonstration of precise 

temporal control over spatially confined components within a bottom-up fabricated 

protocell that performs complex cascade reactions upon applying a stimulus.  
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6.2. Results and Discussion 

 Actin Filament Polymerization in Synthetic GUVs 
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Figure 44.  Pyrene fluorescence assays of G-actin polymerization in the dependence of salts. Actin-pyrene 
in sucrose (300 mM, brown), in CaCl2 (100 mM, purple), in KCl (100 mM, blue) and in MgCl2 (100 mM, 
gold). Almost immediately after mixing the solutions (t=0 min), the actin polymerized, showing stable 
filaments for the following 90 minutes. Ex/Em 365/407 nm. 

To explore the potential of the presented strategy, we investigated the formation of an 

actin cytoskeleton in our biomimetic systems; mimicking a basic component of cells 

responsible for both, structural stability and dynamic shape modifications. We 

developed a protocol to load purified monomeric actin (G-actin) in combination with 

the passive crosslinker filamin into our polymer-based GUVs. Upon addition of ions 

and corresponding ionophores such as ionomycin (IoNo) or gramicidin (gA) to the 

external medium, the induced passage of Mg2+ and Ca2+ (IoNo) or K+ ions (gA) through 

the GUV membrane initiates actin polymerization inside the lumen of the polymer 

protocell (Figure 46A). Ion-mediated actin filament formation is depended on the 

concentration and type of salts in its surrounding; this behavior depends on nonspecific 

interactions of specific cation binding sites on actin filaments, which are known to 

regulate biological functions such as cellular motility or shape and can also be replicated 

in non-living liposomes. [19, 141, 142, 144, 153, 163] 
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We first confirmed fluorometrically, the concentration ranges for polymerization with 

monomeric pyrene-actin in solutions, showing formation of filaments in presence of 

various salt solutions (KCl, CaCl2 and MgCl2) (Figure 44). To enhance the creation of 

an ordered network, we mechanically stabilized our actin cytoskeleton (enriched mixed 

with ATTO488-G-actin for its visualization) with the actin-binding protein filamin, [24] 

confirming the formation of actin-filamin networks formed in ion-rich solutions and not 

in HEPES solution(Figure 45).  

  
Figure 45.  Confocal images of actin networks polymerized in bulk solution in presence of different 
solutions. In presence of the crosslinker filamin, G-actin stays in its monomeric form in HEPES buffer 
(300 mM) in contrary to the solutions containing KCl, CaCl2 and MgCl2 induce actin polymerization 
and form actin-filamin networks (green). The samples were incubated for 3 h. Scale bars, 20 μm. 

We then proceeded to load the actin proteins into the GUVs (“Actin GUVs”), yielding 

results qualitatively consistent with the data published earlier in liposomes loaded with 

actin bundles. [140, 141, 149] The hydrophobic Bodypy630/650 was used to visualize the 

GUV membrane. As shown by CLSM (Figure 46B, Figure 47), in absence of ionophores 

and/or salts the actin monomers stayed in their monomeric form within the GUV (no 

observed filaments).  
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Figure 46. Actin filament polymerization in synthetic GUVs. Actin monomers (G-actin) and the actin 
crosslinker filamin was loaded into giant vesicles after 24 h incubation. Pores (gA or IoNo) were 
introduced to the vesicle solution resulting in permeabilization of the GUV membrane towards specific 
ions (K+ or Ca2+ and Mg2+). (A) Schematic representation of the actin polymerization in GUVs. (B) In 
absence of pores, the monomers stayed intact, and no filaments were formed since no ions could enter 
the GUV cavity. (C) When pores where added to the surrounding solution, they reconstituted into the 
membrane boundary of the GUV. Then ions entered the GUV cavity, actin starts to form filaments and 
the bundling agent filamin crosslinks the filaments into a network. Scale bars, 5 m. 

  
Figure 47. Surface profile along the surface (left) and plot profile along the diagonal (right) of the actin 
polymerization in GUVs (fluorescence intensity of the CLSM images of Figure 46). 

When pores and salts were added to the outside of Actin GUVs, filaments were formed 

within 24 h, in 88.5% of the vesicles (N=200 GUVs)   (Figure 46C, Figure 47, Figure 
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48), thanks to the diffusion of K+ through membrane-inserted gA, or Mg2+/ Ca2+ due 

to IoNo, with similarly-shaped filaments regardless of the salts.. Actin filaments formed 

either ring-like structures directly underneath the GUV membrane (inner leaflet), 

following the round membrane by bending the actin filaments, or formed web-like network 

structures within the GUV cavity (Figure 46, Figure 47). 

 
Figure 48.  Confocal images of equatorial plane of actin networks confined in cell-sized GUVs. Confocal 
images of actin filaments polymerized inside cell-sized synthetic GUVS. (A-F) Actin filaments (green, 
left), polymer GUV membrane (red, left middle), bright field image (right middle) and merge (right) in 
presence of IoNo and 150 mM MgCl2. The samples were incubated for 24 h. The samples are from the 
same batch as Figure 46. Scale bars, 5 μm.  

To better visualize the morphology of the GUV cytoskeleton, we additionally used a 

high resolution microscopy technique, 3D structured illumination microscopy (3D-
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SIM), showing that the actin network within the GUVs is composed of both thin actin 

filaments and actin bundles with thicker fibers (Figure 49). 

 
Figure 49.  Projections of actin filaments (green) polymerized within GUVs in presence of pores and ions 
recorded with super-resolution 3D-SIM. High resolution images (3D-SIM) of Actin GUVs in salt solutions 
(200 mM KCl, 150 mM CaCl2 and 150 mM MgCl2) in presence of corresponding pore (gA, IoNo) after 
incubation of 48 h. Scale bars, 5 μm. 

Note that any free, non-encapsulated actin was below the critical concentration of actin 

and therefore actin was too diluted to form any filaments outside the G-actin loaded 

GUVs. We tested the same conditions as present in the surrounding solution of Actin 

GUVs with free actin in solution and did not detect any actin filaments (Figure 50). 

Therefore, no further purification was necessary. In conclusion, we could successfully 

trigger salt-induced actin polymerization in polymeric GUVs via addition of ionophores. 

 
Figure 50.  CLSM image of actin in solution in presence of salts (200 mM KCl, 150 mM CaCl2 and 150 
mM CaCl2) with same concentrations of actin, actin488 and filamin similar to outside concentration in 
all GUV experiments, demonstrating that additional purification is not needed, since no filaments are 
formed after 24 h. Scale bars, 20 μm. 
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 Actin Polymerizing Multicompartments 

In a final step of increasing complexity of our polymer-based protocells, we aimed to 

combine triggerable artificial organelles (Chapter 4 - 5) with cytoskeleton components 

(Figure 46) to achieve a scenario of signal-induced cytoskeleton formation inside our 

protocell while the signal is first transduced via responsive subcompartments (“Actin 

MCs”). The actin filaments should only form in the presence of an externally added 

signal that acts on the stimuli-responsive subcompartments. Upon release of ionophores 

from these artificial organelles and inside-out insertion into the GUV membrane, ion 

influx from the environment should trigger actin polymerization (Figure 51A). 

 
Figure 51.  Stimuli-triggered actin polymerization in synthetic multicompartments (“Actin MCs”). (A) 
Schematic representation of pore mediated import of ions resulting in the formation of actin filaments. 
Upon DTT addition, the encapsulated pores are released from its NP-Graft and inserts into the GUV 
membrane boundary. Ions enter from the surrounding solution into the cavity of the GUV, where the 
actin monomers start to polymerize into filamentous structures. (B) CLSM imaging of actin monomer 
(G-actin, green) and crosslinker filamin co-loaded GUVs (red) remaining in its monomeric form in 
absence of salts and pores. (C) One slice of Figure 3D. Actin filaments (green) and GUV membrane 
(red), where actin polymerization is induced in presence of DTT. (D) Projections of actin filaments 
(green) in GUVs (red) via stimuli-responsiveness via internal subcompartments, were imaged with 
CLSM. The actin samples were incubated for 24 h. Each single slice is shown in Figure 53. (E) CLSM 
micrographs of actin filaments (green) in the lumen and inner leaflet of the GUV membrane (red), where 
actin polymerization is induced in presence of DTT. Scale bars, 5 m. 
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Figure 52.  Surface profile along the surface (left) and plot profile along the diagonal (right) of the 
stimuli-triggered actin polymerization in multicompartments (fluorescence intensity of the CLSM images 
of Figure 51).  

 
Figure 53 . Projections of actin filaments (green) in GUVs via stimuli-responsiveness via internal 
subcompartments, were imaged with CLSM. The sample was incubated for 24 h. Slices 1-36 of Figure 
3D are shown here. 

Subcompartments (NP-Graft), carrying either the ion channel gA or the IoNo complex, 

were co-loaded with actin monomers and filamin in GUVs. Actin stayed monomeric 

within the GUV in absence of the signal (DTT) and/or ions (Figure 51B, Figure 52, 

Figure 53, Figure 54). In presence of DTT, the pore-loaded NP-Graft disassembled and 

released their cargo (gA or IoNo). As before, gA was incorporated into the GUV 

membrane, allowing the passage of K+ from the exterior solution, leading to the 

polymerization of actin in the GUV. For the passage of Mg2+ or Ca2+ ions, that are also 

known to induce actin polymerization, we incorporated Iono to the GUV membrane 

from outside. (Figure 51C-E, Figure 52, Figure 53). Observations of mostly cortical 
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rings in the case of triggered actin polymerization via responsive subcompartments 

could be due to the much limited number of ionophores loaded into NP-Graft . In this 

case, a lower number of ionophores were inserted into the GUV membrane. Limited 

amount of ion influx could lead to a more localized actin polymerization directly 

beneath the membrane where the local concentration of ions will be highest upon 

channel insertion. In comparison, adding a high concentration of ionophores from the 

outside (Figure 46) allows fast and plentiful influx of ions that leads to higher chance 

of creating extended networks throughout the GUV lumen.  

 
Figure 54.  CLSM image of actin MCs in presence of salts ((A) 150 mM CaCl2, (B) 150 mM MgCl2 and 
(C) 200 mM KCl) and absence of DTT after 24 h. Scale bars, 20 μm. 
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We again employed in situ FCS measurements to study the viscosity changes inside 

our polymer protocells due to triggered actin polymerization. We used GUVs filled with 

IoNo-loaded NP-Graft and non-responsive fluorescent subcompartments (SRBVes). We 

measured the diffusivity of the labelled non-responsive subcompartments (SRBVes) 

before and after selective disassembly of NP-Graft by adding DTT and subsequent 

formation of filaments after ion influx. Based on the change in SRBVes diffusion times 

from 4555 s to 70277 s of otherwise unchanged vesicles, we could calculate a change 

of internal viscosity from 8.9*10-4 Pa*s to 1.4*10-2 Pa*s after polymerization. The actin 

filaments within the GUV made the lumen more crowded, replicating the molecular 

crowding of cells (Figure 4F). The actin filaments within the GUV made the lumen 

more crowded replicating the molecular crowding of cells (Figure 55). We successfully 

demonstrated that polymeric membranes and the actin biopolymers regulate each 

other’s conformation in a gentle force balance. The actin component in our 

multicompartment system combined with functional artificial organelles provides a 

complex and highly controlled active material, a further step towards mimicking the 

complex mechanisms involved in cellular movement, shape, cell division and 

intracellular transport.  

 
Figure 55.  FCS autocorrelation curve of SRBVes of two-type multicompartments before and after 
triggered actin filament polymerization. Change in diffusion time can be indicated as viscosity change. 
(N=3 GUVs before and after addition of DTT).  
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 Actin Related Morphology Changes 

Filamentous cytoskeletal elements can cause morphology changes for the vesicular 

structures. [193] From previous publications of actin filaments in liposomes, we know 

that small membrane bending rigidity leads to finger-like membrane protrusions, while 

large bending rigidity of the membrane leads to cortical rings (suppressing membrane 

protrusions). When a filament is encapsulated in a deformable cavity, it leads to a 

balance between the energy cost of the filament bending and the energy cost for the 

cavity deformation. Tsai et al has worked on the control of the shape of lipid membrane 

by actin bundles. [141]  

 
Figure 56.  PMOXA6-PDMS65-PMOXA6-PEG3-N3 GUVs (red) are spherical when no actin was loaded. 
Carboxyfluorescein was added to the outside solution of PMOXA6-PDMS65-PMOXA6-PEG3-N3 GUVs to 
show that the membrane is not permeable to small hydrophilic compounds. Scale bars, 20 μm.  

In absence of actin, the GUVs assumed manly to energetically favor spherical shapes 

(Figure 56), likewise when loaded with monomeric actin (1% non-spherical shape, 

N=200 GUVs) (Figure 46B, Figure 51, Figure 54). However, we also observed 
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membrane morphology changes, due to the bundled up confined actin filaments (28.5%, 

N=200 GUVs)  (Figure 57, Figure 58). 

 
Figure 57.  Morphology changes of Actin MCs after 24 h incubation. Confocal images of actin networks 
polymerized inside cell-sized synthetic GUVS via internal IoNo loaded NP-Graft in presence of DTT. 
Actin filaments (green, left), polymer GUV membrane (red, left middle), bright field image (right 
middle) and merge (right) in presence of DTT and (A) 150 mM MgCl2 or (B) 150 mM CaCl2. Scale bars, 
5 μm. 

 
Figure 58.  Morphological characterization of polymer based GUVs with polymerized filamin-actin 
networks. CLSM images of non-spherical polymer structures formed in after inducing actin-
polymerization in presence of (A) 200 mM KCl and gA, (B) CaCl2 and 150 mM IoNo, and (C) 150 mM 
MgCl2 and IoNo. The samples were incubated for 24 h. Scale bars, 5 μm.  
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A variety of morphologies range from vesicular structures, elongated worm-like 

structures, finger-like membrane protrusions on vesicles, multicompartmental 

structures, fused vesicles and more were observed (Figure 57 ,Figure 58). Previous 

studies have revealed such changes in morphology with actin filaments in lipid 

structures, including protruded shapes, where the force for membrane deformations 

(elongation, contractions and protrusions) is generated in crowded condition in the 

compartment same as in living cells. [141, 194] Lipid membranes are known to be fluid-like 

and easily deformable compared to polymeric membranes that are less fluid/deformable 

when the membrane is thicker than the lipidic one. [173] The mechanical stress of actin 

filaments make giant liposomes more deformable and less stable; [194, 195] our synthetic 

actin-GUVs were stable for at least 48 h. Concentration of actin and type of crosslinker 

affect the stiffness of the actin filaments. Stiffer actin bundles remain straight resulting 

in elongation of the vesicular structures or even puncturing the membrane due to 

inability to bend the actin bundles. [141]  

 
Figure 59.  Projections of actin filaments (green) polymerized in GUVs (red) via stimuli-responsiveness 
via internal subcompartments (IoNo loaded NP-Graft) were imaged with CLSM in presence of 10 mM 
DTT and 150 mM MgCl2. The filaments pierce out of the GUVs and form networks between various 
GUVs. The samples were incubated for 24 h.  
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Figure 60.  Confocal images of interactions of the contractile actin network (green) with the GUV 
membrane (red). The samples were incubated for 24 h. Scale bars, 5 μm. 

On occasion, the stiff filaments pierced through the polymeric membrane and connect 

polymer compartments (Figure 59), sometimes even connecting actin protrusions along 

the inner leaflet between GUVs (Figure 60). Also in nature, the membrane tension of 

cells acts as a regulator of cytoskeleton architecture. [196] Various parameters such as 

concentrations of actin, filamin, ions, pores, stiffness of the membrane and of the 

filaments and more are influencing the overall shape of the GUVs, which has to be 

studied in more detail to depict the mechanism by which these structures are formed 

and how they dynamically change over time. In most cases, we observed networks of 

actin within the GUVs and ring-like formations underneath the membrane; both can 

very clearly be seen in the high resolution SIM images (Figure 46C-D, Figure 49, Figure 

51C). This is due to the vesicular morphology of our protocells that usually forces the 

polymerized actin to organize into cortical rings or web-like construct, minimizing the 

energy cost associated with bending of filaments, as demonstrated in lipid-based 

systems. [141] 
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6.3. Conclusion 
The actin polymerization in polymer vesicle based protocells was studied to better 

understand aspects of cell behavior. Actin filaments were polymerized when pores were 

introduced, and ions pass the membrane of the microscale polymer vesicles that were 

loaded with monomerous actin and cross-linking protein filamin. We inserted gA for 

the passage of K+ and IoNo for Mg2+ and Ca2+ to induce actin polymerization in the 

GUV membrane. By using fluorescently labelled actin, the actin filaments could be 

observed via CLSM after focusing inside the GUVs. The cell-like system was further 

developed for a stimuli-triggered actin formation using hierarchical approach in 

compartmentalization. When the biopores (gA or IoNo) in reduction sensitive NP-

Grafts were co-loaded with actin monomers in GUVs, the actin polymerization only 

took place, when the pores were released due to the stimuli (DTT). The pores recruited 

into the polymer membrane and allowed the ion influx. Using a two-type 

multicompartment system, we observed an increase in diffusion time of the non-

sensitive subcompartments within the GUV due to the stimuli-triggered actin 

polymerization. The co-loaded SRBVes subcompartments were detected via in situ FCS 

and the results reveal a change in viscosity after adding the stimuli and starting the 

actin polymerization.  

In conclusion, we demonstrated that our hybrid protein-polymer protocell system can 

be used for the formation of a cytoskeleton using confocal microscopy, fluorescence 

correlation spectroscopy and high resolution imaging (3D-SIM). Additionally, a 

complex signal transduction via a cascade for actin cytoskeleton formation was 

achieved, where our responsive multicompartment was used to modify its internal 

structure and content by selectively following a chemical stimulus, mimicking aspects 

of cell behavior. This complex and bio-inspired construct is a promising platform for 

the development of smart materials, sensing external factors and responding 

accordingly. We envision that the reported strategy has the potential to include even 
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add more complex functionalities by exchanging the trigger (signaling molecules), 

subcompartments (artificial organelles) and surface components to progress towards 

creation of an artificial cell. With the ultimate goal to develop a synthetic cell with the 

ability to autonomously move, grow and divide, we created a multifunctional system 

using synthetic multicompartment vesicles with an active soft matter to imitate the 

dynamic cytoskeleton and cell motility.  
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7. General Conclusion and 
Outlook  

 

The complex architecture of living cells including simultaneous action of a myriad of 

dynamic processes are the inspiration for creating sophisticated protocells with the final 

goal of bottom-up assembly of artificial cells. This thesis summarizes a particular 

strategy to design and construct a synthetic protocell model based on amphiphilic block 

copolymer self-assembly. Particularly, a simple non-assisted film rehydration method 

was used, to closely resemble the natural circumstances that were most likely involved 

in the creation of natural cell precursors. Significant advances in the formation of 

different types of multicompartments were made and derived a strategy to study 

stimuli responsive material to exhibit simple functional and structural cell resemblance. 

Membrane functionality, sensitivity towards a specific external stimuli and internal 

response of the multicompartment system was investigated. A simple and well-studied 

approach proposes a basic system towards understanding the emergence of life and 

serves as a future scaffold for an artificial cell. Activity or permeability driven by an 

external stimuli without compromising the polymeric architecture lead to the proof of 

concept of simple cellular functions in cell mimics using a multicompartmentalized 

system. Inspired by signaling pathways in cells, a strategy to auto-trigger changes 

within micrometric multicompartments was developed that induced specific responses 

based on signaling cascades. First, multicompartments were generated by encapsulating 

various subcompartments (micelles, polymersomes and nanoparticles) inside synthetic 

GUVs, which remained stable for extended periods of time without in situ aggregation 

and their assembly was studied in detail by FCS/CLSM. Hence, the triggered response 

of the multicompartment towards the stimuli was recorded directly inside individual 

GUVs to obtain detailed information on multicompartment functionality and stability. 
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The selective permeability of the compartment membrane towards the reducing agent 

DTT was then used to induce a reductive milieu in the lumen of GUVs that 

disassembled the sensitive subcompartments, while no effect was observed for the non-

responsive subcompartments. Desired molecules (enzymes, reporter compounds) 

together with corresponding partners (substrates, biopores) entrapped in responsive 

nanoparticles were simultaneously co-encapsulated within GUVs to obtain a spatial 

segregation. Upon penetration through the membrane of GUVs, DTT induced the 

disintegration of the sensitive nanoparticles and subsequent release of their content. 

The substrates were able to encounter the enzymes and trigger their reaction. In 

another case, the ionophores gA were released and recruited to the GUV’s membrane 

and enabled a constant in/out flow of sodium ions. These particular systems 

successfully activated an enzymatic reaction and selectively recruited ionophores to the 

GUV membrane upon arrival of the stimulus. Inside-out ionophore insertion allows 

modulating outer membrane permeability on demand for secondary signaling. The 

latter allowed the influx and efflux of ions across the polymer membrane and was the 

basis for the next steps of formulating more complex reaction cascades within polymer-

based multicompartments. 

To mimic the cellular cytoskeleton, actin polymerization was triggered within the 

interior of a synthetic compartment. Notably, our multicompartment systems provides 

attributes to achieve a selective biopore recruitment that was used for a multi-step 

reaction involving the stimuli-triggered construction of an actin network within 

polymeric GUVs. FCS/CLSM technique provides a strong tool for the detection of 

nanosized compartments inside GUVs as demonstrated throughout this thesis. 

Additionally, FCS/CLSM also allows characterization of biophysical mechanisms such 

as crowding within GUVs. An increase in diffusion time was recorded for non-

responsive subcompartments after triggering actin polymerization inside 

multicompartments. This can be attributed to a change in viscosity and gives another 

indication of successful cytoskeleton formation. In the future, quantitative analysis of 
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the actin loaded GUVs in terms of viscoelasticity and tension can be studied to generate 

more detailed knowledge of the interplay between actin fibers and the polymer 

membrane. The combination of the three main cytoskeletal components (actin 

filaments, microtubules and intermediate filaments) within the GUVs would be 

interesting to study with respect to morphology of the synthetic systems.  

A major drawback of polymer-based systems is that the membrane components cannot 

be derived in situ, in contrary to lipid-based systems using fatty acid synthase. 

Therefore, the phenomenon of replication cannot be mimicked with existing technology. 

A possible machinery to reproduce these elements is the use of polymerization-induced 

self-assembly (PISA), a one-pot technique to generate polymer based structures. [197] In 

order to maximize the amount of various processes occurring inside our 

multicompartments, the next step is to also allow substrates and products to be 

exchanged in a controlled matter through the outer membrane and involve further 

biologically relevant enzymatic reactions. This might be realized by triggered 

membrane protein channel recruitment for the passage of molecules with higher 

molecular weights. Technically it should be possible, however one main challenge will 

be to keep any system including complex pathways stable over time. Other 

physicochemical triggers such as pH, temperature or UV could be added to allow 

specific changes inside the multicompartment system or to create different 

communication strategies between multicompartments or with the external 

environment. 

Our strategy has as advantages a very simple preparation method, high versatility and 

a straightforward manner to induce auto-controlled sequences of reactions/changes 

inside microcompartments. As anticipated, our multifunctional system went beyond 

pure nanotechnological terms and encroached into molecular logics territory, where the 

changes of internal architecture led to changes in the GUVs behavior. The use of semi-

synthetic materials will have to be further investigated, as it has the potential of 
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bridging the well-known biochemical logics and the growing field of pure molecular 

logics. This design showed remarkable versatility, robustness and controllability, 

demonstrating that multicompartment polymer-based assemblies offer an ideal scaffold 

for the development of complex cell-inspired responsive systems for future applications 

in biosensing, catalysis and medicine.  

 
Figure 61.  Artificial Cell Schematic of polymersome-based multicompartment system to study enzymatic 
reactions, ion channel recruitment and actin cytoskeleton. 
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8. Experimental Section  
This chapter comprises the material and methods used for the individual experimental 
procedures, including chemicals, detailed setups and instruments for the 
characterization. Parts were reproduced and modified with permission from the 
corresponding references [1] (Copyright John Wiley and Sons, 2019) and parts of this 
chapter is prepared for a manuscript in preparation. 

Sagana Thamboo*, Andrea Belluati*, Adrian Najer, Viviana Maffeis, Claudio von 
Planta, Ioana Craciun, Cornelia G. PalivanX, Wolfgang MeierX, Multicompartment 
Polymer Vesicles with Artificial Organelles for Signal-Triggered Cascade Reactions 
Including Cytoskeleton Formation, Advanced Functional Materials, 2020, 2002949.  

 

8.1. Materials   
All chemicals were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and were used without further 

purification, unless stated otherwise.  

8.2. Polymer Synthesis 

 Synthesis of PMOXA5-b-PDMS58-b-PMOXA5 

The amphiphilic triblock copolymer poly(2-methyl-2-oxazoline)5-block-

poly(dimethylsiloxane)58-block-poly(2-methyl-2-oxazoline)5 (PMOXA5-b-PDMS58-b-

PMOXA5) was synthesized according to previously published protocols. [198]  

Briefly, the hydroxyl-terminated PDMS (OH-PDMS-OH) was synthesized by acid-

catalyzed polycondensation. After purification OH-PDMS-OH was reacted with 

trifluoromethanesulfonic acid in anhydrous hexane to form bitriflate-activated PDMS 

macroinitiator. Following filtration of the reaction mixture and evaporation of hexane, 

anhydrous ethyl acetate was added, in the presence of which the PDMS macroinitiator 

reacted with distilled 2-methyl-2-oxazoline (MOXA) in a symmetric cationic ring-

opening polymerization. After quenching the reaction with TEA/water (1:4 v/v), 
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impurities were removed by ultrafiltration in water/EtOH (1:1 v/v). Finally, the 

solvent was removed by vacuum distillation and the resulting bihydroxyl-terminated 

triblock copolymer PMOXA5-b-PDMS58-b-PMOXA5 was dried under vacuum.  

The synthesis was performed by Sven Kasper.   

 Synthesis of PDMS65-Heparin 

PDMS65-block-heparin (PDMS65-b-Hep) was synthesized via reductive amination using 

a heparin length of 15 kDa. [167] First, an ion exchange of heparin sodium salt to heparin 

tetrabutylammonium salt was achieved by Dowex Marathon MSC column 

chromatography followed by dialysis against water for 48 h using a dialysis membrane 

with a 3.5 – 5 kDa MWCO at room temperature (RT, 22°C). The dried 

tetrabutylammonium heparin salt was dissolved in dichloromethane (DCM) followed 

by the addition of 100-fold excess of PDMS and a 10-fold excess of 2-picoline borane. 

The mixture was stirred at RT for one week with the addition of a 10-fold excess of 2-

picoline borane on day 3 and day 5. Subsequently, DCM was evaporated and the 

residue was rinsed with diethyl ether. The final product was dried under vacuum and 

dissolved in EtOH for further use.  

 Synthesis of PMOXA88-g(SS)-PCL238 

The synthesis of the reduction sensitive graft copolymer PMOXA88-g(SS)-PCL238 

(poly(2-methyl-2-oxazoline)88-graft(SS)-poly(ε-caprolactone)238) was performed 

according to a previously published method. [170] 

In short, the monomer ε-caprolactone and α-benzyl carboxylate-ε-caprolactone were 

copolymerized using EtOH as an initiator. Pyridyl disulfide functionalized poly (ε-

caprolactone) PCL-co-PBCL was synthesized by varying molar ratios of the reaction 

partners in toluene at 110°C. PCL-co-PBCL was reduced by Pd/C at RT for 42 h 

under hydrogen to form PCL-co-PCCL. Then 2-pyridylthio cysteamine hydrochloride 

was added in the presence of N,N'-dicyclohexylcarbodiimid to form PCL-co-PPCL. 

Thiol-disulfide exchange reaction was performed, where PCL-co-PPCL and PMOXA-
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SH were dissolved in DMF and a catalytic amount of acetic acid was continuously 

added to the mixture and stirred at RT under argon for three days. Finally, PMOXA88-

g(SS)-PCL238 was purified by precipitation from cold MeOH and a white solid was 

obtained. [170]  

Dr. Dalin Wu synthesized the polymer.  

  Synthesis of PMOXA30-b-PCL62 

PMOXA-OH was dissolved in freshly distilled ε-caprolactone and then tin(II) 2-

ethylhexanoate was added according to published protocols. The polymerization 

reaction was carried out at 110°C under argon for 30 min. Once the reaction mixture 

had cooled down to RT, PMOXA30-b-PCL62 (poly(2-methyl-2-oxazoline)30-block-

poly(ε-caprolactone)62 was dissolved in DCM and the colorless solid was precipitated 

twice into diethyl ether.  

Table 5. Polymer characteristics including name, block ratio, molecular weight and structure. 

Polymer Block Ratio Mw(GPC) 
[199] 

Polymeric Assemblies  

PMOXA-b-PDMS-b-PMOXA 5-58-5 6662 Giant vesicles, polymersomes 
PDMS-b-Hep 65-25 not determined Micelles 
PMOXA-gSS-PCL 88-238 22300 Reduction sensitive NP-Graft 
PMOXA-b-PCL 30-62 9630 Non-reduction sensitive NP-Control 

All polymers used in this work were fully characterized in previous publications. [167, 170]  

The synthesis was performed by Dr. Dalin Wu.  

 PMOXA6-b-PDMS65-b-PMOXA6 

The copolymer PMOXA6-PDMS65-PMOXA6 was purchased in Polymer Source Inc. The 

polymer was used either without any further purification steps or we functionalized it 

with PEG4-N3, according to the previously published protocol. [200] Commercially 

available PMOXA6-PDMS65-PMOXA6-OH (200 mg, 0.034 mmol), was dissolved into 5 

mL dry DMF, then succinic anhydride (16 mg, 0.16 mmol), 4-dimethylaminopyridine 

(15 mg, 0.12 mmol) and TEA (17 mg, 0.16 mmol) were added. The mixture was stirred 

for 24 h at 60°C. Finally, 180 mg colorless solid product was obtained after the 

ultrafiltration with a yield of 90%. The resulting PMOXA8-PDMS56-PMOXA8-COOH 
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(100 mg, 0.011 mmol) was first dissolved in dry DMF, then 11-azido-3,6,9-

trioxaundecan-1- amine (44 mg, 0.20 mmol), N, N'-dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (42 mg, 

0.20 mmol) and 4-dimethylaminopyridine (1.2 mg, 0.01 mmol) were added into the 

above solution. The mixture was stirred for 24 h at RT. Finally, 86 mg colorless solid 

product was obtained with a yield of 86%. 1H NMR (500 MHz, Chloroform-d) δ 3.24-

3.72 ppm (m, 55H), 2.00-2.32 ppm (m, 32H), 0.40-0.58 ppm (m, 4H), 0.06 (m, 351H). 

IR: 2961, 2114, 1736, 1635, 1420, 1263, 1007, 787, 682 cm–1. 

The N3-functionalization was performed by Dr. Viviana Maffeis.  

8.3. Preparation of Nanostructures 

 Bulk Rehydration Method 

Bulk Rehydration Method 

Ves5 and Ves25 polymersomes were prepared using the bulk rehydration method. First, 

1 mL of PMOXA5-b-PDMS58-b-PMOXA5 at 6 mg/mL in EtOH was mixed with 0.08 

mL PDMS65-b-Hep at 4 mg/mL in EtOH for Ves5 (5 wt% PDMS65-b-Hep) or with 0.5 

mL for Ves25 (25 wt% PDMS65-b-Hep). A thin film of PMOXA5-b-PDMS58-b-

PMOXA5/ PDMS-b-Hep was formed by rotary evaporation of the EtOH (100 rpm at 

40 °C, 100 mbar for 5 min and 7 mbar for 15min). The film was dried overnight under 

high vacuum (2 x 10-1 mbar). For polymersome formation, the film was gently dislodged 

using a spatula and subsequently rehydrated in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) (1X, 

pH = 7.2, BioConcept) containing Oregon Green 488 carboxylic acid succinimidyl ester 

(OG488, 50 μM, Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.). Lipase adsorbed polymersomes 

(LipVes) were formed by adding lipase (4 mL, 0.2 mg/mL, 100 kU, from porcine 

pancreas, Sigma-Aldrich) to already formed PBS loaded polymersomes based on 

PMOXA5-b-PDMS58-b-PMOXA5. For sodium loaded Ves5 (Na+Ves), the film was 

rehydrated in PBS (pH 7.2). Remaining non-adsorbed lipase was removed by size 

exclusion). Samples were stirred overnight at RT and then extruded 15 times through 
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a 100 nm Whatman Nuclepore filter. Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) was 

equilibrated to remove remaining non-encapsulated (dyes, salts) or non-adsorbed 

(lipase) cargo against PBS and for Na+Ves against HEPES (300 mM, pH 7.2). The 

polymersome fractions were collected and stored at 4°C. [167, 201] 

 M100 micelles were obtained by the bulk rehydration method. Films were formed from 

PDMS65-b-Hep (100 wt%, M100) and rehydrated overnight in OG488 (50 μM) in PBS 

with stirring. [167] M100 were extruded 15 times through a 100 nm pore size Nuclepore 

membrane and purified by SEC equilibrated in PBS.  

 Solvent Switch Technique 

Graft-nanoparticles (NP-Graft, reduction sensitive) were formed using a solvent switch 

technique. [170] For NP-Graft, graft copolymer PMOXA88-g(SS)-PCL238 (1 mg) was 

dissolved in DMF (300 μL) and Bodipy630/650 (1 mL, 1 μM) in PBS was added under 

continuous stirring. The resulting turbid mixture was dialyzed against NaCl (150 mM) 

for at least 48 hours with 5 changes of buffer. After a final dialysis against PBS (pH 

7.2), NP-Graft were stored at 4°C.  

Similarly, lipase substrate 1,2-Di-O-lauryl-rac-glycero-3-(glutaric acid 6-

methylresorufin ester, Sigma-Aldrich) (DGGR, 52 μL, 2.5 mM) in 1:1 EtOH:DMSO 

were added to polymer (1 mg) in DMF (248 μL) to form DGGR loaded NP-Graft. For 

the assembly of gramicidin A loaded nanoparticles (gA loaded NP-Graft), gA (15 μL, 

1 mM, from Bacillus aneurinolyticus) in DMSO were added to polymer (1 mg) in DMF 

(285 μL). Here, the gA loaded NP-Graft were dialyzed against HEPES. Non-

encapsulated cargo (Bodipy630/650, DGGR, gA or IoNo) was removed from the NP-

Graft solution by dialysis as described above. Based on previous results, we know that 

the reduction sensitive NP-Graft are stable in PBS and also in more complex 

environments, such as cell culture medium. [170]  
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As a control, we prepared non-reduction sensitive nanoparticles (NP-Control) prepared 

from the block copolymer PMOXA30-b-PCL62. PMOXA30-b-PCL62 (1 mg) dissolved in 

THF (300 μL) and then Bodipy630/650 (1 mL, 1 μM) in PBS was added dropwise. [170]  

8.4. Preparation of Giant Polymersomes 
Giant vesicles were prepared by spontaneous swelling in the absence of stirring also 

called film rehydration. PMOXA5-b-PDMS58-b-PMOXA5 in EtOH (40 μL, 6 mg/mL) 

or a mixture of PMOXA5-b-PDMS58-b-PMOXA5 (40 μL, 6 mg/mL) and PDMS65-b-

Hep in EtOH (5 μL, 4 mg/mL; 8 wt%) were applied to a small glass vial or to a well 

of an 8-well microscopy chamber (Nunc Lab-TekChamber Slide System, Thermo Fisher 

Scientific). Films were formed by removing the EtOH in a vacuum chamber (Plasma 

Cleaner, PDC-002, Harrick Plasma) for one hour. To remove all traces of organic 

solvent, the glass vials and 8-well chambers were further dried in the desiccator under 

vacuum for at least 24 h. To produce giant vesicles, films were rehydrated in the dark 

with rehydration solution (200 μL) overnight and stored at RT until further 

characterization. Rehydration solutions included different concentrations of sucrose, 

H2O, and PBS. For long-term experiments (>48 h), NaN3 (0.02%) was added to the 

rehydration solution to prevent bacterial and fungal growth, when enzymes were not 

involved. 

8.5. Preparation of Multicompartments 
For multicompartment assembly, films comprising PMOXA5-b-PDMS58-b-PMOXA5 

(40 μL, 6 mg/mL) or a mixture of PMOXA5-b-PDMS58-b-PMOXA5 (40 μL, 6 mg/mL) 

and PDMS65-b-Hep in EtOH (5 μL, 4 mg/mL; 8 wt%) were rehydrated with sucrose 

solution (190 μL, 300 mM) and the corresponding nanostructures (10 μL) in PBS unless 

stated otherwise. For two-type multicompartments we typically used 10 μL of each 

type nanostructures (in PBS) in 200 µL of 300 mM sucrose solution, unless stated 

otherwise. We combined Bodipy630/650 loaded NP-Graft with OG488 loaded heparin 
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nanostructures (Ves5, Ves25, M100) to study their formation and selective stimuli-

responsiveness. Additionally, we combined Bodipy630/650 loaded Ves5 with OG488 

loaded Ves5. In general, film rehydration and storage of giant vesicles 

compartmentalized with fluorescent nanostructures were carried out at RT in the dark 

without stirring. To minimize the disruption of giant vesicles that would result in the 

formation of mostly nano-sized polymersomes, samples were always handled with great 

care (minimal agitation).  

For the assembly of lipase containing multicompartments, we used lipase (40 μL, 100 

kU, from porcine pancreas, Sigma-Aldrich) (0.2 mg/mL) in PBS, DGGR loaded NP-

Graft (20 μL) in sucrose (300 mM, 180 μL) as rehydration solution. To determine the 

loading efficiency of DGGR loaded NP-Graft and lipase, we tested 40 single GUVs and 

obtained the histogram along diagonal of fluorescence. Similarly, for the two-type 

multicompartment for enzymatic reaction, we added 30 µL of lipase (0.1 mg ml-1) 

adsorbed polymersomes (LipVes) in PBS and 20 µL of DGGR loaded NP-Graft in 150 

µL of sucrose (300 mM) to the thin polymer film. Unadsorbed lipase was recovered via 

SEC and quantified at 280 nm with Nanodrop 2000 (ThermoFisher Inc.). 

To obtain gA multicompartments that import sodium ions, we added gA loaded NP-

Graft solution (30 μL) to 270 μL Asante Natrium Green 2 (ANG2, TEFlabs) solution 

(25 μM in 300 mM sucrose) to the polymer film. Similarly, for two-type 

multicompartment to study ionophore recruitment, we loaded the GUVs with 30 µL 

gA loaded NP-Graft, 30 µL of sodium loaded Ves5 (Na+Ves) to 140 µL ANG2 in 300 

mM sucrose (25 µM) as a rehydration solution. 

The non-encapsulated nanostructures and ANG2 were removed from exterior solution 

by changing the supernatant with HEPES (300 mM, twice daily for 5 days). To 

determine the loading efficiency of gA loaded NP-Graft and ANG2, we tested 40 single 

GUVs and obtained the histogram along diagonal of fluorescence. For the gA 

multicompartments that export sodium ions, we added gA loaded NP-Grafts (30 μL) 
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and in 1:1 PBS:300mM sucrose (270 μL) to the polymer film. The gA loaded NP-Graft 

in GUVs sediment due to higher density (loaded sucrose) compared to the surrounding 

solution (300 mM HEPES). The non-encapsulated NP-Grafts, ANG2 or sodium ions 

were removed from the solution by several exchanges of the supernatant with HEPES 

buffer (300 mM, twice daily for 5 days) to avoid any influence from the surrounding 

solution. 

8.6. Preparation of Actin GUVs 
G-Actin loaded giant vesicles (Actin GUVs) were prepared by spontaneous swelling in 

the absence of stirring also called film rehydration. A mixture of PMOXA5-PDMS65-

PMOXA5 (60 μL, 10 mg/mL, Polymer Source Inc.) in EtOH and N3-functionalised 

PMOXA5-PDMS65-PMOXA5 (0.3 μL, 90 mg/mL) was applied to a glass vial. A thin 

polymer film was formed on the bottom of the vial by removing all traces of EtOH in 

a vacuum chamber (Plasma Cleaner, PDC-002, Harrick Plasma) for one hour. The 

films were rehydrated in the dark with the actin rehydration solution containing the 

monomeric protein G-actin (24 μL, 1 mg/mL, Hypermol, rabbit alpha-actin skeletal 

muscle), ATTO488 labelled G-actin (ATTO488-actin, 2 μL, 1 mg/mL, Hypermol, 

rabbit alpha-actin skeletal muscle), and the crosslinking agent filamin (4 μL, 1 mg/mL, 

Hypermol, turkey smooth muscle, ~1:100 actin:filamin ratio, 92% purity) and sucrose 

(170 μL, 300 mM, containing 0.02 % NaN3) overnight in the fridge and stored for some 

days until further characterization.  

G-actin, ATTO488- G-actin and filamin in solution (1 mg/mL) was stored for up to 1 

week in ice in the fridge and non-solubilized G-actin at -80°C for long term storage.  

8.7. Preparation of Actin MCs 
For G-actin loaded multicompartments (Actin MCs) we prepared the sample similarly 

as for the formation of Actin GUVs. Instead of adding the pores to the surrounding 
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GUV solution, we rehydrated with the actin components (actin, ATTO488-actin, 

filamin) and in addition with pore-loaded NP-Graft (IoNo loaded NP-Graft or gA 

loaded NP-Graft, 20 μL) and sucrose (300 mM). For 2-comp Actin MCs, we loaded 20 

μL SRBVes and 20 μL IoNo loaded NP-Graft) and sucrose (300 mM).  

8.8. Preparation of F-actin 
F-actin was prepared in solution by adding monomeric protein G-actin (24 μL, 1 

mg/mL, Hypermol, rabbit alpha-actin skeletal muscle) and ATTO488-Actin (2 μL, 1 

mg/mL, Hypermol, rabbit alpha-actin skeletal muscle) with salt solutions (100 mM 

KCl, 70 mM MgCl2, 70 mM CaCl2) or for control with salt-free solution(300 mM HEPES, 

pH 7.2). 

8.9. Fluorescence Imaging of Giant 

Polymersomes and Multicompartments  
Giant vesicles were imaged using an LSM 880 confocal laser scanning microscope (Carl 

Zeiss, Jena, Germany) with a water immersion objective (C-Apochromat, M=40, NA 

1.2). The pinhole for each channel was set to 91 μm and the MBS 488/561/633 filter 

was used. The transmission PMT (T-PMT) option was used to record bright field 

images. Imaging settings were kept constant for each experiment. Image processing was 

carried out with LSM Image Browser (Zeiss) and plot profile from ImageJ. 

To mimic receptor-ligand interaction for the heparin moieties on the GUVs, we labeled 

the positively charged protamine sulfate (Grade X, from salmon, Sigma-Aldrich) with 

Oregon Green 488 succinimidyl ester (OG488-NHS, Invitrogen, 5-isomer). Protamine 

was dissolved in 500 μL buffer containing 100 mM carbonate and 150 mM NaCl (500 

μL, pH 8.3, 10.2 mg/mL). OG488-NHS (0.5 mg) was dissolved in 50 μL DMSO (1 μM) 

and the solution was subsequently added to the protamine solution. The mixture was 
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incubated under shaking at RT for 4 h. The product was purified from free dye by fast 

protein liquid chromatography (FPLC Äkta Amersham Biosciences) with a Sephadex 

G25 column. We added OG488-labeled protamine (15 µL) to the 8-well chamber 

containing giant vesicles solution (10 μL) in PBS (225 μL). After 24 h, samples were 

imaged by CLSM by using the 633 nm and 488 nm laser with pinhole 91 μm and beam 

splitter MBS 488/561/633.  

Protamine was labelled with Oregon Green 488 by Dr. Adrian Najer.  

RZ loaded GUVS were characterized by CLSM using a 561 nm diode laser, beam 

splitter MBS 488/561 and pinhole of 34 μm. The reducing agents were freshly prepared 

daily to assure the thiol-disulfide exchange capability.  

For imaging of lipase (or LipVes) and DGGR loaded NP-Graft entrapped 

multicompartments, we added 30 μL of these multicompartments in 232.5 μL PBS 

with DTT (30 μL, 100 mM) or PBS (262.5 μL) for the controls. Additionally, we added 

Orlistat (7.5 μL, 2.5 mM) to the 8-well chambers to assure the inactivation of non-

encapsulated lipase or LipVes outside of the giant vesicles. The activity in giant vesicles 

after 2, 24 and 48 hours of incubation in presence of DTT was assayed via CLSM, 

exciting at 561 nm using beam splitter MBS 488/561 and pinhole of 44 μm.  

To study the induced incorporation of gA for the import of sodium ions into the giant 

vesicles, we added gA loaded NP-Graft and ANG2 entrapped multicompartments (20 

μL) in PBS (250 μL) and DTT (30 μL, 100 mM) in PBS or HEPES buffer for the 

controls to the 8-well. For studying of the export of sodium ions through the gA pores, 

we added gA loaded NP-Graft (20 μL) and sodium ions entrapped multicompartments, 

ANG2 (20 μL, 100 μM) in HEPES (300 mM), HEPES (50 μL, 300 mM) and DTT (10 

μL, 100 mM) in HEPES (300 mM) or HEPES (300 mM) for the control to the 

observation chamber. For the two-type multicompartment, Na+Ves, gA loaded NP-

Graft and ANG2 co-loaded into giant vesicles, where these multicompartments (20 μL) 

were added to DTT (20 μL, 100 mM) and HEPES (160 μL, 300 mM, pH 7.2) or in 
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HEPES (180 μL, 300 mM, pH 7.2) for the controls to the 8-well observation chamber. 

A 488 nm diode laser, beam splitter MBS 488 and a pinhole of 40 μm was used. 

For Actin GUV CLSM imaging we used a 488 nm diode laser for actin filaments and 

a 633 nm for Bodipy630/650 adsorbed GUV membrane. To induce actin polymerization 

within the polymeric GUVs, we added Actin GUVs (30 μL) with salt/pore solutions 

(i) KCl (250 μL, 200 mM) and gA (2 μL, 1 mM), (ii) MgCl2 (250 μL, 150 mM) and IoNo 

(2 μL, 1.3 mM) and (iii) CaCl2 (250 μL, 150 mM) and IoNo (2 μL, 1.3 mM). As a control 

we used salt-free HEPES (250 μL, 300 mM, pH 7.2) with or without pores (2 μL). For 

inducing actin polymerization in multicompartments, we added Actin MCs (20 μL) in 

corresponding salt solution (250 μL) and DTT (30 μL, 100 mM) and as the control we 

used HEPES (300 mM, pH 7.2). Here, no pores were added additionally to the 

surrounding giant solution. By summing up several confocal fluorescence images along 

the z-axis in the equatorial plane (x-y plane), we could extract z-stack projections of 

Actin GUVs/MCs with filaments out-of-plane. For the compartmentalized actin 

samples, we added Bodipy630/650 (10 μL, 72 μM) to each well of the observation 

chamber to visualize the GUV membrane.  

8.10. Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy  
Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) experiments were carried out with an 

inverted laser scanning confocal microscope (LSM 880 and LSM 510-META/Confocor2, 

Carl Zeiss) using a water immersion objective (Zeiss C/Apochromat, M=40, NA=1.2). 

A helium/neon laser (wavelength 633 nm) and an Argon laser (wavelength 488 nm) 

with appropriate filters (MBS 488/56/633 for 633 nm laser; MBS 488 for 488 nm laser) 

were used. The fluorescence intensity was recorded on an avalanche photodiode. The 

pinhole size (19 μm for 633 nm laser and 45 μm for 488 nm laser, 1AU) was adjusted 

before recording FCS curves of the respective free dye. 
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For FCS measurements of fluorophores or nanostructures in solution, 5 μL of a sample 

was placed on a 0.15 mm thick glass coverslip mounted on the microscope stage. 

Alternatively, giant vesicles were measured in 8-well chambers (Nunc Lab-Tek 

Chamber Slide System, Thermo Fisher Scientific) microscopy chambers. For reduction-

triggered rupture experiments, Bodipy630/650 -loaded NP-Grafts or NP-Control were 

added to DTT (200 μL, 10 mM) in PBS or to GSH (200 μL, 10 mM) in Phosphate 

buffer (0.1 M) containing NaCl (50 mM, pH 7). For the calibration of the confocal 

volume, the diffusion constants of the nanostructures and the free dye were used. Free 

fluorophores were measured for 5 s at RT with 30 measurements recorded, whereas dye 

loaded nanostructures were measured for 10 s with 10 repeats. Typically, 80% of the 

FCS curves were suitable and included in the analysis. The experimental 

autocorrelation curves were fitted according to the following equation for samples with 

one component diffusion model:  

 
𝐺(𝜏) = 1 +   

(14) 

 

Where N represents the average number of particles in the observation volume, τD is 

the diffusional correlation time, and R is the structural parameter which was set to 5. 

In the next equation, the diffusion coefficient D was calculated using the relation 

between τD and the x-y dimension of the confocal volume (ωxy).  

 𝜏 =   (15) 

The Einstein-Stokes equation using the diffusion coefficient D, the Boltzmann’s 

constant kB, absolute temperature T, viscosity of the surrounding medium η was used 

to calculate the hydrodynamic radius (RH) of the nanostructures.  

 𝐷 =   (16) 

Multicompartments were located in microscopy chambers in the bright field imaging 

mode of the CLSM and a focus in the center of a giant vesicle was marked. Due to 
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higher density (encapsulated sucrose) compared to the outer solution (buffer), the giant 

vesicles sank to the bottom of the observation chamber. This allowed us to first identify 

the center of the giant vesicles by bright field imaging and positioning of the confocal 

volume accordingly, followed by FCS measurement to obtain the corresponding 

diffusion times. Subsequently, ten times 10 s were recorded at RT for each FCS 

measurement cycle per multicompartment. After the recordings were normalized and 

fitted. For the analysis, a customized python script (available on request) was applied 

to meet the following criteria: If the counts per molecule (CPM) were below 2 kHz, the 

N was set to 0. Additionally, membrane measurements with diffusion times > 10 ms 

were excluded. Only measurements in the lumen of the giant vesicles, to detect the 

subcompartments were targeted. Giant vesicles that were moving out of focus during 

the measurements were also excluded from the analysis. Processing was the same for 

individual FCS/CLSM measurements. Diffusion time count rate (CR), CPM, numbers 

of particles, and hydrodynamic diameter from individual FCS measurements were 

averaged. The data extracted from the FCS data (N, CR) were presented as average 

+/- standard error of mean (SEM) from 40 measurements that were based on at least 

three independent samples for each type of multicompartment, except the time point 

at 8 h that was from 5 measurements. Data were statistically analyzed by one-way 

ANOVA (analysis of variance) using a customized python script (available on request). 

Additionally, HSD (honestly significant difference procedure) test for comparing 

differences between multiple groups was run if significant differences was found 

(p<0.05).  

Our giant vesicles form hemispheres immobilized on the bottom of the hydrophilic 

plasma treated 8-well chambers due to hydrophilic forces. The sucrose-filled giant 

vesicles sink to the surface in a non-sucrose containing solution (PBS; 0.1 M Phosphate 

buffer (+ 50 mM NaCl, pH 7) or 300 mM HEPES). The mean number of particles in 

the giant hemisphere (GHN) volume was estimated using following equation based on 
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the measured number of particles in the confocal volume (CN), the volume of the 

confocal volume (CV) and the volume of the giant hemisphere (GHV): 

 𝐺𝐻𝑁 =
𝐺𝐻𝑉

𝐶𝑉
𝐶𝑁 (17) 

GHV was calculated by measuring each diameter of the giant hemisphere from CLSM 

images with ImageJ. The confocal volume (CV) was assumed to be 1 fL [202] and the 

number of particles in the confocal volume (CN) extracted from FCS measurements 

were used to estimate the mean number of the NP-Graft in the giant hemisphere in 

the presence of 10 mM DTT (0-48 h). 

To study the stimuli responsiveness, the FCS curves of the NP-Graft in giant vesicles 

with reducing agent (DTT or GSH, 10 mM) or under physiological conditions over time 

were analyzed. When sigmoidal curves of subcompartments were similar to sigmoidal 

curves of free nanoassemblies, we assumed successful formation of intact 

multicompartments. Additionally, if inside the observation volume the average number 

of particles N was 0, it was assumed that the previous intact multicompartment was 

not a multicompartment anymore and the inner compartments burst within the giant 

vesicle. Similarly, we studied the formation and selective disassembly of two-type 

multicompartments. Here, we measured FCS of both subcompartments within the same 

GUV with corresponding channels. Successful formation of intact two-type 

multicompartment were assumed, when each of the sigmoidal curves of 

subcompartments in the GUV were similar to the sigmoidal curves of corresponding 

nanoassemblies in solution. To study reduction responsiveness, we prepared the 

responsive two-type multicompartment solution in DTT in PBS (10 mM) as a stimulus 

to selectively disassemble the stimuli sensitive subcompartment and as a control under 

physiological conditions.  

For Actin-MCs, we co-loaded giant polymersomes with SRB loaded polymersome and 

IoNo loaded NP-Graft. After 24 h incubation of DTT or HEPES for control we 
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measured FCS using a 561 laser (wavelength 561 nm, 1 AU) utilizing a beam splitter 

of MBS 488/561 to study the viscosity changes.  

8.11. Transmission Electron Microscopy 
Nanostructures (5 μL) were adsorbed on copper grids for 1 min, washed with water, 

and blotted to remove excess liquid. Specimens were negatively stained with uranyl 

acetate (2%) for 15 sec, washed and blotted. Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 

micrographs were recorded on a Philips CM100 with an accelerating voltage of 80 kV. 

TEM imaging was performed by Gabriele Persy and me.  

8.12. Cryonic Transmission Electron 

Microscopy 
A 4 µl aliquot of sample on extruded GUVs through a 400 nm Whatman Nuclepore 

filter was adsorbed onto holey carbon-coated grid (Lacey, Ted Pella, USA), blotted 

with Whatman 1 filter paper and vitrified into liquid ethane at -178 °C using a Leica 

GP plunger (Leica, Austria). Frozen grids were transferred onto a Talos electron 

microscope (FEI, USA) using a Gatan 626 cryo-holder. Electron micrographs were 

recorded at an accelerating voltage of 200 kV and a nominal magnification of 57000 x, 

using a low-dose system (20 e-/Å2) and keeping the sample at low temperature. 

Micrographs were recorded on a CETA camera.  

Cryonic TEM imaging was performed by Carola Alampi.   

8.13. Dynamic Light Scattering 
The size of the nanostructures was characterized by dynamic light scattering (DLS) 

using a Zetasizer Nano ZSP (Malvern Instruments Ltd.). A laser wavelength of 633 nm 

and a scattering angle of 173° were used. 
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8.14. Enzymatic Test  
Enzymatic fluorescence assays were performed using a Spectramax M5 microplate 

reader (Molecular Devices), in a black flat-bottomed 96- well plate (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific), final volume in either PBS (200 μL) or sucrose (200 μL, 300 mM). The 

increase of fluorescence (ex: 529 nm, em: 600 nm) was monitored for 20 minutes at RT 

and measured in triplicate. With respect to the experiment, lipase was added to a final 

concentration of 10 μg/mL, DGGR (25 μM), DTT (10 mM), Orlistat (655 μM) and the 

DGGR loaded NP-Graft (10 μL) suspension were added. 

8.15. Pyrene-F-actin Polymerization Assays 
For pyrene-F-actin (10%, Hypermol, rabbit alpha-actin skeletal muscle, 99% purity) in 

100 mM of the salts solutions (KCl, MgCl2, CaCl2) and as a control in salt-free HEPES 

(300 mM, pH 7.2) were added to 300 mM sucrose (final volume 200 μL), in a black flat-

bottomed 96-well plate (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The measurements were carried out 

with a SpectraMax M5e microplate reader (Molecular Devices), followed for 90 minutes. 

Ex/Em 365/407 nm. 

8.16. Preparation of Actin GUVs for 3D-SIM 
Actin GUVs (15 μL), IoNo (2 μL, 1.3 mM) and MgCl2 or CaCl2 (275 μL, 150 mM) were 

added each in a well of a sterile observation chambers (μ-Slide 8 Well Glass Bottom, 

#1.5H, Ibidi). In addition, Actin GUVs (15 μL), gA (2 μL, 1 mM), and KCl (275 μL, 

200 mM) were added to a well. All salt solutions contained NaN3 (0.02%) and the 

sample was incubated for 48 h in the fridge for the actin polymerization.  
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8.17. 3D-SIM Super-Resolution Microscopy 
Three-dimensional structured illumination microscopy (3D-SIM) was performed on a 

DeltaVision OMX-Blaze V4 system (GE Healthcare) equipped with 405, 445, 488, 514, 

568 and 642 nm solid-state lasers. Images were acquired using a Plan Apo N 60x, 1.42 

NA oil immersion objective lens (Olympus) and 4 liquid-cooled sCMOS cameras 

(pco.edge 5.5, full frame 2560 x 2160; PCO). Exciting light was directed through a 

movable optical grating to generate a fine-striped interference pattern on the sample 

plane. The pattern was shifted laterally through five phases and three angular rotations 

of 60° for each z section. The 488 nm laser line was used, and the optical z-sections 

were separated by 0.125 μm. Laser power was attenuated to 50% with an exposure of 

20 milliseconds.  

Raw 3D-SIM images were processed and reconstructed using the DeltaVision OMX 

SoftWoRx software package (v6.1.3, GE Healthcare). The resulting size of the 

reconstructed images was of 512 x 512 pixels from an initial set of 256 x 256 raw images. 

The channels were aligned in the image plane and around the optical axis using 

predetermined shifts as measured using a target lens and the SoftWoRx alignment tool.   

Imaging was performed by Dr. Alexia Loynton-Ferrand.  
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